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Abstract
Student participation in the class plays a vital role in any lecture. Without stu-
dent involvement the lecture loses its meaning and importance. A main reason for
reduced participation in classes is the communication gap between students and
lecturers. Many students feel hesitant when communicating directly in a lecture
and prefer not to participate. This can negatively impact their studies.
In this thesis a proposed application NoteCarrier provides a communication chan-
nel between the lecturer and the student. This not only increases student interaction
but also helps lecturers improve their techniques and deliver successful lectures by
using smart devices.
The application evolved into its current state with the continuous user’s feedback.
The initial concept of NoteCarrier application was presented to the students in form
of storyboards, to lighten the need of software in real scenarios. After the story-
board’s evaluation, paper prototype was created to illustrate the possible features
and interaction techniques to its potential users. These prototypes were assessed
with group of students to extract the right balance between the user needs and
features provided by the application.
Based on evaluation result, application’s software prototype was implemented for
Mac OS and Apple IOS, providing features for student’s active participation and
support for other features like taking notes, downloading slides, and synchronized
off-line slide view. Software prototype is evaluated in actual class session at Uni-
versity of Bonn. Questionnaire and post interviews were conducted at the end of
the session to gather user’s feedback.
NoteCarrier is composed of three sub applications, a cocoa based application server
which acts as an interface between client devices and Keynote. Two IOS based
applications to facilitate students and assist lecturers during class. Students and
lecturers exhibited their high interest in application current features and they also
endorse that integration of such system will definitely have positive impact on their
learning process.
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Conventions
Throughout this thesis we use the following conventions.
Important terms are written in emphasized typeset when
they appear in the text for first time.
Source code and implementation symbols are written in
typewriter-style text.
myClass
In the thesis, Lecturers are also referred as Presenters and in
same manner Students may also referred as Audience
The whole thesis is written in American English.

1Chapter 1
Introduction
“ The grace to be a beginner is always the best
prayer for an artist. The beginner’s humility and
openness lead to exploration. Exploration leads to
accomplishment. All of it begins at the beginning,
with the first small and scary step.”
— Julia Cameron
The current era of life is equipped with different smart de-
vices like smart phones, laptops, navigation systems and
digital diaries etc. With extensive use of such devices, these
devices not only influence our life style but also change the
traditional way of communication as well.
Group discussions, meetings and classrooms are the most Presentation, a
technique to share
information
general examples of such environments where people need
to share thoughts in different forms. One of the most com-
monly used ways to share your ideas is by presentation.
The presentation might be in an office environment where
the presenter has to present a topic to his colleagues or
higher management or any other situation where one per-
son has to share his idea with a number of people.
The classroom a typical example of information sharing Classrooms as an
example for group
discussions
among a group of people. This information might be in
the form of a presentation, presented by the lecturer or
questions and comments raised by the students. Although
the traditional concept of a classroom has not changed for
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many years. Delivery of a lecture, writing down notes and
asking questions are the main activities involved in a lec-
ture.
In classrooms, most of the time information flows in oneCommunication gap
in current classroom
setups
direction i.e. from a lecturer to the students. New technolo-
gies, such as laptops, projectors and other smart devices
somehow affect the old way of delivering lectures but do
not ease the communication from the students perspective.
Black boards and white boards are replaced by projector
screens and electronic boards but all these new ways ease
only one way of communication from lecturer to students
and ignored the communication problems from students to
lecturers.
Asking questions is another important activity of the class-
room environment. Students have the right to ask ques-
tions for better understanding and to make things more
clear. Usually teachers encourage students to ask ques-
tion during lectures, but sometimes the students feel un-
comfortable in raising a question during a lecture. It might
be due to the personal human nature or physiological phe-
nomena called ”Crowd Fear”. In this way most of the stu-
dents hesitate to ask questions during a lecture. In other
cases, some students avoid raising their hand during class
as they feel shy or do not want to interrupt the whole class
with their personal questions. This makes them unable to
fully understand the lecture and causes them to lose the
whole concept of class study. All these situations result in
a big communication gap between the teacher and the stu-
dent, which influences the whole learning process.
Modern technologies and trends contribute very little to the
activity of writing down the notes. Some students use a
printed copy of the slides instead of plain paper. In this
way a student can keep a link between his own notes and
topics. But still it is too much hassle for students to arrange
printed slides before the lecture. Either slides are not avail-
able before the lecture or the students are unable to take
time to make a printout prior the lecture.
Different approaches are introduced with the help of newHow available
systems addressed
these issues
technology to tackle these common problems. The Ubiq-
uitous Presenter provides an option to students to have
3a synchronized view of the slide on their tablets or web
based clients. This application also supports a mechanism
for result submission from student devices. The application
provides a way for communication from the student’s end
but to use the Ubiquitous Presenter one has to use its own
tool for presentation which requires some special plug ins
for exporting current presentations to ubiquitous compat-
ible formats which might be an overhead for the lecturers
and those people who habitually use standard presentation
tools.
The Lecturer’s Assistant is another project for viewing and
note sharing. The system allows the students to use their
tablets to point out or draw on the slide which is viewable
to the lecturer and the projector display. The application re-
quires a very customized environmental settings for prac-
tical use of the system which is again an overhead for the
lecturer.
The ActiveClass focuses on some of the goals which we set
for our project. One of the main goals is to allow students
to post questions related to slides during lecture. The lec-
turer can view these questions after switching to the Active-
Class application, In contrast to ActiveClass, Our applica-
tion sends push a notification on his device message which
notifies the lecturer if any student has posted a question. It
also takes away the hassle of periodic lookup on the ques-
tions screen.The software also links each question with a
specific slide number which makes more sense to the pro-
fessor to address the right slide for that specific question.
Most of these systems require self created tools for presen- What different
NoteCarrier will
make in presence of
other applications
tation or need very customized hardware and software set-
tings for their application. To overcome all these existing
issues we purposed a solution ”NoteCarrier”, a classroom
application for students and lecturers to intensify the con-
cept of the whole lecture process. Instead of creating new
presentation tools, expensive hardware or engaging the lec-
turer in a new set of software, the main focus of this system
was to come up with a solution which is compatible with
current presentation tools and silently integrate itself the
inside current system.
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NoteCarrier works as a background application on the lec-
turer’s Mac book, which enables it to integrate with cur-
rent presentation tools without the lecturer’s explicit inter-
action. The application detects the current running pre-
sentation on the lecture machine and configures itself ac-
cordingly. The application also converts the lecturer mobile
phone into very handy presentation remote control with a
bundle of new features. In this way, we also take away the
overhead of using additional remote control and make it
easy for the lecturer to interact with less devices during the
lecture.
Apart from the lecturer application, NoteCarrier also en-NoteCarrier provides
a bidirectional
communication
channel
courages students to actively participate in the lecture. Be-
sides having synchronized and off-line slide view on their
device, the application provides an opportunity to post
questions anonymously for those students who are hesitant
to ask during the lecture. NoteCarrie provides a vary sta-
ble platform for students and lecturers to improve overall
lecture performance. Michelle Wilkerson and Simon
The initial prototype is developed for Mac OS 1 where as
the presenter slides are prepared in Keynote 2 Application.
A further enhancement of the project may enable it to han-
dle other presentation tools e.g. PDF documents.
The Application consists of four small development blocks.Main components of
NoteCarrier
application
The first part of the development is a Mac OS based server
application, which receives requests from students and lec-
turers on smart devices and responds accordingly. The sec-
ond part of the NoteCarrier applications is an Iphone/Ipod
(Partially supported for Ipad) based application which will
be deployed on student smart devices and serve as a client
for MAC OS server. The third component is also an IOS
based application for lecturer’s smart devices which pro-
vides a set of features for lecturers. The last component of
this project consist of AppleScripts, these scripts serve as a
communication channel between the Keynote application
and our software.
1 http://www.apple.com/osx/
2 http://www.apple.com/iwork/keynote/
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1.1 Research Goals
One of the primary focus of this thesis is to propose a solu- NoteCarrier provides
a support to use
Keynote as
presentation tool
tion which can be easily integrated into current systems.
Plug and play will be one of the desirable attributes for
this system, so one can embed the application into a cur-
rent scenario effortlessly. Instead of introducing a new set
of tools and software for presentation, the goal will be to
develop a solution which can be used with existing presen-
tation tools. Lecturers can use their current set of slides
without the need to invest additional time to recreate these
slides to make them compatible with this new approach.
Another major goal for the application is to aid the stu-
dents in class participation and to ease the students activ-
ities in current classroom environment. The intention be-
hind the thesis is to investigate current styles and traditions
involved in the classroom environment, analyze those in-
vestigation results and propose some adoptive solutions.
The outcome will be a small demo application that can be
used on smart devices inside the classroom.
Another part of this research is to enhance the communi- My research
contributionscation between the lecturer and the student. What are the
hurdles that exist in current mechanisms? How they affects
on the learning process? Student shyness, hesitation to ask
questions and fear of being wrong are major causes that
keep a student from raising questions in the class. We will
also analyze these new communication techniques to judge
how they improves the learning process.
We will try to find the answers to the following questions
1. Design
(a) How the design of NoteCarrier application
make it easy it is to integrate in the current en-
vironment?
(b) Is the application providing a realistic solution
for current classroom environment with avail-
able hardware and software resources ?
(c) Is the system is easy to adopt for new users ?
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2. For Lecturer
(a) In which situations does the the system assist the
lecturers?
(b) How system helps lecturers to improve their lec-
ture delivery process?
3. For Students
(a) In which scenarios application is beneficial for
students?
(b) How system encourages those students who are
hesitant in class participation?
(c) In which situations does the system help student
in understanding lecturer better?
We will try to find answers of these questions by testing it
in real classroom environments.
The initial demonstration might not be a complete solution
with all of the above mentioned attributes. But the idea
will be implemented as an initial prototype to support the
concept of the system. A spiral approach can be used at
later stages to enhance the software.
The contribution this paper will make in this specific re-
search area is to create a concept which minimizes the com-
munication gap between lecturer and student, it also en-
courages the students to actively participate in class. Ad-
ditionally we will evaluate this concept with the help of a
software prototype with an iterative development process
to extract an appropriate system design which is compati-
ble with current systems and easy to adopt.
1.2 Chapter Overview
Chapter No. 2 : In Chapter 2—“Related work”, I dis-
cussed different research projects that are relevant
to my work in following thesis. I also mentioned
some relevant IOS based applications that are cur-
rently available for download and the functionalities
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currently available under these applications, At the
start of the chapter I also discussed some key terms
which are used in the same chapter like nomadic op-
erations, Augmented Work Environment and Ubiq-
uitous Computing. The chapter also contains a com-
parative analysis between all previous work and my
current research.
Chapter No. 3 : Chapter is about 3—“Requirements”,
In this chapter, I summarize the hardware and soft-
ware requirements of the system. This chapter also
describes the software and hardware which is cur-
rently supported by the system.
Chapter No. 4 : 4—“Storyboards” is the third chapter of
this paper which describes the first prototype of the
application in the form of storyboards. In this chap-
ter, the concept of the application is described in the
form of different practical scenarios. For better un-
derstanding these scenarios are also prepared in the
form of storyboards and presented to potential users
for evaluation purposes. These storyboards cover
both situations, one in a classroom scenario without
the application and then I present the same situation
with the presence of my software. This helps to un-
derstand the main idea behind this project.
Chapter No. 5 : In chapter number five, 5—“Paper Pro-
totype”, I design the paper prototype for the appli-
cation according to requirements of the system. To
evaluate the usability of the system, the paper proto-
type is presented to a target audience to analyze the
user impression about the application. This chapter
also include the results of the evaluation session and
a list of suggestions proposed by the users.
Chapter No. 6 : In chapter 6—“Software Prototype” I
propose the first software prototype of the applica-
tion. This chapter covers the whole design and im-
plementation details of the application. This chapter
also includes the overall architecture of the system
and also explains implementation of different com-
ponents used in this application.
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Chapter No. 7 : After software implementation of the
system, I evaluate this small prototype in a small
user study, In Chapter 7—“Evaluation” I explain the
whole evaluation process in detail. The application
is presented in an actual classroom environment for
user evaluation, questionnaire and interviews are
also conducted at the end of the session to collect
user feedback. The results and feedback of this ses-
sion are also described at the end of this chapter.
Chapter No. 8 : The last chapter of this paper is 8—
“Summary and future work”, in this chapter I con-
clude my whole research work in a short summary.
I also suggest a set of features and research topics in
future work section. I also propose suggestions to
improve the current design of the system.
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Related work
“ Life can only be understood backwards, but it
must be lived forwards.”
— Soren Kierkegaard
Numbers of research based projects and commercial soft-
ware are available for presentation purposes. A large num-
ber of these projects or software only facilitate the presen-
ter during presentation. Major parts of these projects act
as a simple remote for presentation tools and provide slide
switching functionality. Only a few projects will allow the
the presenters to use more advanced features such as cursor
pointer, pen controls by using Iphone/Ipad devices.
In the same way, a simple search on iTunes will return hun- The significance of
information sharing
in today’s era
dreds of applications for file sharing between IOS devices.
With increasing numbers of IOS devices, data sharing and
data management becomes one of the most hot research ar-
eas for new or upcoming applications. ICloud 1 a service
provided by apple, helps to share data between different
devices and also provides advanced features like streaming
audio or video data from one device to another according
to user demand, it’s one of the biggest examples of such
research projects.
But most of these research based projects and commer-
1https://www.icloud.com/
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cial software exclusively benefit the presenter during the
presentation without considering the audience which are
greater in number. A complete package is required which
can serve the presenter and the audience together by pro-
viding an opportunity to the presenter to entertain the au-
dience during presentation. For this purpose, a special tool
is required which can benefit both the audience and the pre-
senter. Such tool should consists of several options e.g. file
sharing, notes writing etc. These options should be avail-
able in a single tool which can be utilized by audience and
presenter at the same time.
Some of the applications that share similar concept are ex-
plained in the upcoming chapter. Before going into details,
a short introduction is given about the concepts used in
these applications.
2.1 Nomadic Applications
The current era is an era of technology. We are surrounded
by the number of devices in our daily life. With more in-
vestment in this area, new devices are introduced into the
market to fulfill our needs and requirements. These new
devices might be enhanced versions of some old solutions
or a new solution for some uncovered problem. Today,
multiple devices are used by a single person in his/her
daily routine. As the use of devices is increasing day by
day, there is a need for proper infrastructure which helps
to manage and share data among these devices. It is not an
easy goal to achieve with heterogeneous Operation systems
and hardware structures.
Nomadic application is a concept which takes the commu-Nomadic application,
a new concept of
sharing information
nication one step ahead than typical device data sharing
approach. Instead of only sharing files over the network,
application itself can be shared with other devices over the
network in standardized formats e.g. in the form of objects.
This new concept will makes the applications more generic
so they can be used on heterogeneous devices. Achieving
the ability to make applications independent of device in-
frastructure, will take the us closer to ultimate goal of Ubiq-
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uitous computing environment in which single application
can be integrated on different devices. New challenges
need to be addressed during the development of applica-
tions which make these applications smart enough to exe-
cute according to available device.
2.2 Augmented Work Environment
An Augmented Work Environment is designed to build a
specialized space equipped with special devices such as
smart phones, laptops, networking devices and projectors.
This augmented environment provides an infrastructure
for the user to interact with another group of people for
meetings, presentations and other group activities. The de-
sired goal of an augmented environment is to make com-
munication and information sharing easy and effortless.
With the help of specialized devices and settings, the de-
sign of such an environment should be reliable and efficient
enough to make it easy to use.
2.3 Ubiquitous Computing
Ubiquitous computing (abbreviated as ”Ubicomp”) is an ap-
proach used in HCI (Human Computer Interaction) tech-
niques to serve the user in silent way.
The main goal of this approach is to build an infrastructure
with the help of software and hardware in a way that user
does not feel presences of devices in their surroundings.
The goal can be achieved by embedding tiny chips inside
these devices. An infinite network of these interconnected
devices will form smart network which has a capability to
serve the human needs without the need of external inter-
actions.
Weiser defines the Ubiquitous computing as physiological
phenomena called ”Compiling”, which states that when
humans achieved a certain level of awareness for some-
thing in which brain can process it with it’s prior knowl-
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edge and somehow it becomes invisible to them. For in-
stance so many people understand the meaning of some
traffic signal board even without fully concentrating on
what is written on it. Its due to their prior knowledge about
that board stored in their mind and they even did not real-
ize that they had a look on a board while driving in that
street.
The idea behind this methodology is, to come up with a so-
lution in which different software and hardware offer their
services to assist the users in their routine work. In other
words to give an impact of ”Magic” in real world, where
the users have a feeling that work is done by some invisible
force with some magic. This way of computing eliminates
the current way of showing warnings and alert messages
where devices does not know how to avoid unfavorable sit-
uations and need human intention to proceed further.
Some pioneers of this field define the ubiquitous comput-
ing as
Ubiquitous computing is the method of enhancing
computer use by making many computers available
throughout the physical environment, but making
them effectively invisible to the user – Mark Weiser
1993
Being invisible is the most desired characteristic of ubiqui-
tous computing, the hardware should be intelligent enough
to communicate with other available resources and do not
require manual human interaction to perform their activi-
ties.
Ubiquitous computing, or calm technology, is a
paradigm shift where technology becomes virtually
invisible in our lives. – Marcia Riley
Ubiquitous computing actually does not minimize the use
of hardware or hide them from human eye rather its a
concept to utilize the hardware and software in so natural
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way that humans does not feels their existence in their sur-
roundings.This vision still needs lot of research to become
a true reality, as currently the vision is only achieved at
very small level but have enough potential to be expanded
on large scale. The current implementation of Ubiquitous
computing is limited within boundaries to single room or
building, further research and work is needed to take the
concept beyond such limits.
2.4 Smart Space
JENG explained that Smart space is another name for Aug-
mented Work Environment. With the technology evolu-
tion, new hardware is faster, cheaper and smaller in size as
compared to previous ones. This efficient change in hard-
ware provides a great opportunity to build a smart space.
Smart space provides an infrastructure for ubiquitous com-
puting, where devices interact with each other, having a
common interface, over high speed wireless networks. The
main purpose of this space is support for ubiquitous com-
puting, which provides platforms of hardware and soft-
ware to ease our daily life.
2.5 Air Projector
Air Projector2 is a small application developed by qrayon.
The project allows the presenters to present any PDF doc-
uments and images from IOS device to any browser based
device via wireless network. The application does not re-
quire any additional software installation on the client ma-
chine except a web browser.
This application allows the presenter to projects any PDF Air projector allows
presenter to project
files over wireless
network
or image file from an IOS device to multiple client devices.
The only requirement for presenting via air projector is that
all client devices should be connected to the same wireless
2http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/air-projector-
free/id411380678?mt=8
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Figure 2.1: Air Projector : Using your finger to act as laser
pointer (Source Project website)
network. Air projector will project a document on specific
URL and port within that network. The document can be
viewed by any standard browser by visiting the provided
URL in client computer. The presenter can also use an IOS
device as a laser pointer by holding his finger on specific
point on the device. A small red pointer will be visible at
that specific place on all client browsers. (see Figure 2.1 )
The application have the same concept of sharing presen-
tations over IOS devices as I suggested for my prototype.
But application provides very limited feature as compared
to NoteCarrier. Despite of view sharing NoteCarrier pro-
vide number of features to facilitate the lecturers and the
students e.g. posting question, taking notes etc.
2.6 Idea Flight
Idea flight 3 is an application available for Ipad users. The
application is developed on the idea of view sharing. The
3http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/idea-flight/id427659445?mt=8
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application helps to share the idea with group of people
over Ipads. Each Ipad will have the same view as on the
presenters view (shown in the Figure 2.2 ), it helps to keep
the audience on same page during presentation.
The application can be used in two different modes called Application offers two
different operational
modes
Pilot and Passenger.
Figure 2.2: Idea Flight : An application for ipads, for group
meeting (Source Project website)
The presenter will run the application in Pilot mode to con-
trol the whole presentation. Passenger mode of the applica-
tion is a read only view that will be used by the audience
of the presentation. All passenger modes are synchronized
with the main pilot mode, any change made on the pilot
machine will be viewable on the passenger devices.
The only available control for the presenter is to switch be-
tween slides. This application provides a note taking facil-
ity in passenger mode. The application allows audience to
save their notes related specific slide. These notes are stored
inside the application in text format.
Except for this synchronized view application also provides
an emphUnlock option, which allows the passengers to
move back and forth freely.
The idea flight shares several goals with my prototype. As
in Idea flight, NoteCarrier also provides two different op-
erating modes, Lecturer Mode and Student Mode which acts
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similarly to Pilot mode and Passenger mode respectively. The
application also assists the audience of the presentation to
take and save their notes on the slide. In my prototype, the
application also support the same idea of notes taking and
allows students to write down their notes on the slides us-
ing their smart device. But in contrast to NoteCarrier, idea
flight does not provide any mechanism to share the audi-
ence feedback with the presenter.
2.7 Ubiquitous Presenter
Ubiquitous Presenter 4 by Michelle Wilkerson and Simon
is a project, especially build for classroom environment. ItTablets and browser
based clients can
communicate with
Ubiquitous Presenter
server
was first deployed in 2002[2]. The idea behind this project
is to enhance the communication channel between lecturer
and students. Ubiquitous presenter combines the electronic
slides with an optional usage of electronic ink via tablet
PCs. The ink feature can be used by lecturer or student for
notes taking or writing down questions. In a later stage of
development, to support non-tablet clients, the project pro-
vides web interface for PCs or other browser enabled de-
vices (shown in Figure 2.3 ). Currently Ubiquitous presen-
ter does not provide an ink feature for non-Tablet clients.
The project provides synchronously and asynchronously
views to all clients.
The project allows tablet users to take notes using the elec-Digital ink is used to
provide feedback in
tablet based clients
tronic ink feature, these notes might be a solution for a
problem presented in the slide or might be valuable com-
ments that need to be shared with rest of the group. To
endorse this idea, the software provides a two way sharing
mechanisms between lecturer and students with the help of
tablet devices. Students with tablets can submit their solu-
tion directly to the lecturer using ubiquitous presenter.
Ubiquitous presenter allows the audience to have two dif-
ferent modes to view slides. The students can either syn-
chronize their view with the lecturer view or browse slides
by their own. This feature helps the students learn better
4 http://up.ucsd.edu/
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when they have active control over slides and have an op-
tion to consult previous slides.
Figure 2.3: Ubiquitous Presenter User Web Submission
Screen taken from Michelle Wilkerson and Simon
One of the limitations in early developments of ubiqui- Information is broad
casted at the start of
session
tous presenter is related to data sharing between server and
client devices. Currently the lecturer has to broadcast the
slides at the start of the lecture, which means the later join-
ers of the class do not have any option to get the slides at a
later stage. The other limitation with this process is with
lecturer comments made during the lecture and aired to
client devices. As the comments are transferred to clients
immediately, so the late joiners will miss all those com-
ments which are published before their joining.
Only focusing a solution for tablets will not be a realistic
and cost efficient approach. To address this problem, the
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application provides a browser based view for non-tablet
clients.
Web based client server architecture (shown in Figure 2.4Ubiquitous presenter
also supports web
based architecture
) is introduced to lessen these limitations. This new archi-
tecture not only supports multiple clients using web based
technologies but also provides a storage feature to over
come the limitations attached with broadcasting slides and
airing notes in previous versions of this project. To facilitate
the submission process from these users, ubiquitous pre-
senter provides text based submission for non tablet clients.
Figure 2.4: Ubiquitous Presenter: Presenter architecture to
support web based clients taken from Michelle Wilkerson
and Simon
Current network design of web based clients broad-
cast slides and ink through network polling mechanisms.
Therefore current browser versions have to compete with
other browser based clients for data access. This polling
technique may lead to minor delays in fetching slides for
non tablet users.
With the idea of a web based solution the project is devel-
oped and launched in 2005 (Ref. Michelle Wilkerson and
Simon). Following are four major points which are focused
for the design of the project.
1. Providing slides, in a browser supporting format to
all web based clients.
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2. Offering a synchronized view of slides with the abil-
ity to broadcast lecture ink.
3. Giving an opportunity to web based clients to submit
solutions via web browsers.
4. Allowing tablet based clients to use presenter in the
conventional way.
All these goals are successfully achieved in the later devel-
opment of the project. Which results in a more cost effec-
tive solution as compared to the previous tablet based ap-
proach.
The new design allows the lecturer to broadcast all slides Web server support
allows clients to fetch
data on later stage
at the start. These slides will be stored in the web server
storage and can be accessed at later stage via web browsers
as supported by transitional web based solutions. The lec-
turer can select ”Synchronize to Web” option to begin a lec-
ture, which will mark that presentation as live. All syn-
chronized web clients will have the same view as lecturer’s
view. The lecturer may broadcast the comments and ques-
Figure 2.5: Ubiquitous Presenter: Lecturer View taken from
Michelle Wilkerson and Simon
tions to all client’s views by using the ink feature in ubiqui-
tous project. The application also provides an option to the
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lecturer to enable and check student’s submissions in the
lecturer’s view (Shown in Figure 2.5 )
The web based client interface provides an easy to use
method for the audience as well. Clients can not only view
the slides in synchronized way (Shown in Figure 2.6 ) but
also have an off-line (asynchronous) mode.
Figure 2.6: Ubiquitous Presenter: Synchronized view for
web clients taken from Michelle Wilkerson and Simon
The students can switch between these two views accord-Synchronized and
asynchronous slide
view
ing to their needs. Students may have the same view as
the lecturer by choosing the option synchronized or shift
to asynchronous view to look back other slides. With the
involvement of a web server, lecturer comments are stored
on the server storage. This new ability allows students to
retrieve those comments from server which are made at the
time when they were unsynchronized with the server.
Different new features are introduced to the system with
the passage of time. The latest version of project (3.3.1)
was released in June 2006. The project is available as a free
download for academic use(Ref. Michelle Wilkerson and
Simon).
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2.8 AirTransNote
AirTransNote by Motoki Miura and Tanaka provides an
augmented environment for classrooms. The application
provides a base structure for notes sharing between the lec-
turer and students. The core concept behind the application
is to enhance the communication and collaboration in the
classroom in the same traditional way. AirTransNote does
not influence the current way of note taking rather merge
the solution in the same manner. This technique makes the
application more adoptive and easy to use for the students.
AirTransNote enhance the communication by sharing the
student notes with the lecturer in real time.
With the help of a PDA and electronic pen, AirTransNote Electronic pen and
PDA’s are used to
store the students
notes
will send all the notes from regular paper to the server (See
in Figure 2.7 ) . To accomplish this goal the normal pen
is replaced by an electronic pen. This electronic pen is a
combination of normal pen, set of sensors and IrDA relay.
The electronic pen with the help of other sensors which is
attached with the paper, saves all information about the
strokes made by the student while writing down the notes.
All the information collected by these sensors are stored on
a student’s PDA device. The compound structure of these
sensors, PDA and electronic pen collects and transmits the
information to the server.
To use AirTransNote, the student has to press a hot key on
the PDA device which will activate the PDA information
collection module. The tip of the electronic pen generates
ultra sonic waves that are analyzed by the sensors for rec-
ognizing the pen location and its movements. All this col-
lected information is then transmitted to the server through
the PDA device. The newer version of AirTransNotes, uses
one single electronic pen which also acts as a transmitter.
These new devices are developed by NTT Comware Corp
[Source]5
The second major part of this application is a sever or man- Notes can be shared
with lecturer over
wireless network
ager. All information collected from students notes are first
transfered to their PDA’s. These PDAs then transmit that
5 http://up.ucsd.edu/
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Figure 2.7: AirTransNote: An old transmitter system, with
electrnoic pen, PDA and sensor taken from Motoki Miura
and Tanaka
information to main server. Although all information is im-
mediately sent to the server, but it still saves a copy on PDA
device as a backup.
The AirTransNote server provides a real time view of the
student notes on a browser view. This view helps teacher
to keep track of student progress with time stamp informa-
tion.(Shown in Figure 2.8 )
AirTransNote browser gives an option to the teacher to se-
lect any student note and put it on a scanned empty answer
sheet. This will gives a same look as a the student has on his
printed paper sheet. The browser also allows the teacher
to adjust zoom and focus attributes for better visualization
and understanding. For better look, the browser performs
all transactions like zoom or switching with smooth anima-
tions. AirTransNote can also be used for sharing one stu-
dent’s notes with others. The teacher can pick any solution,
and explain it to others or make corrections in it if required.
AirTransNote saves all information about the strokes made
during notes writing. By using time stamp information the
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Figure 2.8: AirTransNote: Server view of AirTransNote
taken from Motoki Miura and Tanaka
application can also reproduce the sequence of notes. This
might be helpful for the teacher to understand the whole
progress of the student and areas where the students have
problems. The replay function will reproduce the solution
step by step which can play a vital role for the teacher to
discuss the solution in more detail.
Another most exciting feature of AirTransNote is the recog- Recondition
algorithm to
recognize correct
answers on multiple
choice questions
nition algorithm. This algorithm provides support for au-
tomatic result recognition. This module will be a suitable
solution to formulate the results of multiple choice ques-
tionnaires.
AirTransNote provides a complete solution for the class-
room environment. It not only helps teachers to keep a
close look on student progress but also provides a bet-
ter feedback mechanism for students as well. Teachers
can give better explanations on student’s created solution
rather just presenting their own solutions.
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The AirTransNote have many similarities with the Note-
Carrier application. But it requires very specialized hard-
ware e.g. digital pen and movement tracking sensors which
are not as common as smart phones. One of the big ad-
vantages NoteCarrier has over other solutions that it pro-
vides its services using those tools and technologies which
are already in practice rather limiting itself to only highly
equipped environments. Another main difference in both
application is for posting feedback and questions. The con-
cept behind AirTransNote is to propose a solution which
allows the lecturer to view the student’s solution directly
on his machine but NoteCarrier’s idea for feedback mainly
focus those students who are hesitant to participate in the
class and encourages them by giving them an option to post
comments anonymously.
2.9 The Lecturer’s Assistant
The Lecturer’s Assistant by Buckalew and Porter is devel-
oped with the idea of enhancing the communication inside
the classroom. The system is proposed to provide a plat-
form to support two way communication between students
and the lecturer. The system has two different operating
modes, it provides an option to the lecturer to edit and cre-
ate slides and a set of features to control the flow of the
presentation. The second mode of the application is im-
plemented to enable the students to submit their feed back
during the lecture.
Since the system is developed to facilitate both the lectur-
ers and students, to accomplish this goal the application
assists the lecturer by providing a set of features to prepare
and present the lecture. The lecturer can not only create and
edit slides by using this tool but also write a script to man-
age the sequence of slides during presentation. Displaying
multiple slides at a time, drawing on slides and options to
save edited slides during the lecture are major features of
the project.
In order to improve two way communication, the applica-Student can post
their feedback using
tablet devices
tion also allows students to participate in the class using
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Figure 2.9: The Lecturer’s Assistant: Image shows a System
Design of Project Taken From Buckalew and Porter
their tablet devices. Students can also contribute to the lec-
ture by posting their feedback and suggestions during lec-
ture. Using their tablets, students can point to a specific
point on the slide or draw or write on the slide to convey
their thoughts to the lecturer.
Student tablets and computer systems are connected with
each other on a wireless connection (System deign of the
application is shown in Figure 2.9 ). To record the stu-
dent’s pen moment, infrared technology is used to transmit
data between the tablet and main the computer. With each
pen movement the infrared light beam is transmitted to the
computer system which calculates its position on the slide.
To draw on the slide, the student has to touch the pen tip to
the surface of the tablet, now every movement made by the
pen is transmitted to the computer which will calculate the
pen position and draw a trail on the slide accordingly.
The lecturer has a complete view of the slides on the mon- Application comes
with a build in
presentation tool
itor screen, the lecturer can start the lecture and move the
slide back and forth by using the control panel (See in Fig-
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ure 2.10 ). The lecturer can also use his tablet and pen de-
vice to draw on the slides to explain the its contents. An-
other feature supported by the application is showing mul-
tiple slides at a same time, this would help the lecturer to
have a over view of upcoming slides on the same window.
Figure 2.10: The Lecturer’s Assistant: Lecturer Control
view over the monitor screen (Ref: Buckalew and Porter)
The concept behind The Lecturer’s Assistant is quite similar
to the NoteCarrier application. The concept of promoting
two way communication is shared in both of the applica-
tions. In contrast to NoteCarrier, The Lecturer’s Assistant pro-
vides a complete presentation environment to the lecturer,
in which they can present, edit ,add and save presentations.
The project also assists in controlling the flow of the slides
by writing specific scripts. Since specialized presentations
tools like Keynotes, Microsoft PowerPoint already facilitate
the lecturers in these activities, so In NoteCarrier it is more
important to reuse these applications instead of creating a
replica of available software.
From a student’s perspective, NoteCarrier also allows theApplication provides
some same feature
but with different
ideology
students to post their feedback to the lecture, but the main
theme for providing this facility to students is totally dif-
ferent in both applications, In The Lecturer’s Assistant stu-
dents can draw on slides using their tablets and pen devices
from their seat, it helps them to point out the specific point
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over the slide or share their point of view without going to
the lecturer’s place. But In NoteCarrier the idea in introduc-
ing such a feature is to support those students who are shy
about raising their voice in front of other class mates. This
can not be achieved by adopting The Lecturer’s Assistant ap-
proach.
2.10 Active Class
Active class by William G. Griswold and Truong is a project
to support student activities inside the classroom. The
project is developed to assist the student in asking ques-
tions, voting on other students questions and giving feed-
back over the lecture. In the application by using personal
wireless devices, students can post questions to the lecturer
or provide their feedback related to the presentation. Stu-
dents not only post their own questions but also have an
option to vote on other student’s questions in case they also
want to ask the same question. This will also help lecturer
to sort the question by their votes and address those ques-
tion first that are asked by many students (Shown in Figure.
2.11 )
Active class is a project which focuses the psychological is-
sue of human nature. With the increase of class strength
many students feel hesitant to ask questions during a lec-
ture. William G. Griswold and Truong address number of
issues that might be reason for such student behavior. The
project defines a way to encourage these students to partic-
ipate in the lecture by posting question anonymously. Us-
ing Active class a student can post questions without show-
ing their identity via their wireless mobile device. These
questions are forwarded to the lecturer anonymously, so
students who are afraid to raise their voice during lecture
can now participate more actively in the lecture.
The intention behind Active class is very similar to the stu- Active class and
NoteCarrier tackled
the same issue with
different user
interaction
techniques
dent mode in NoteCarrier. Supporting students for active
participation is quite identical feature in both project. But
the same issue is handled in a very different way in Note-
Carrier. Active class only supports the questioning mecha-
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Figure 2.11: Active class : A sorted list of posted questions
taken from William G. Griswold and Truong
nism through wireless devices, this means the lecturer has
to interact with separate devices to control the flow of the
presentation where as in my prototype the lecturer can not
only use the mobile device as the presentation remote but
also have a look over a slide on the mobile device. Linking
questions with specific slide also make it easy for lecturer
to understand the question and its context in more better
way. Lecturer’s interaction with question list is also imple-
mented in different style in both project, In Active class lec-
turer need to consult the questions list again and again to
check the new questions, In contrast to this approach Note-
Carrier, facilitate the lecture with push notification tech-
nique in which as soon as the new question is posted lec-
turer get an updated count on his mobile device.
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Posting question is one of the feature supported by Note-
Carrier, furthermore my software prototype provide num-
ber of other features that are not available in Active class.
Writing notes, saving modified slides and slide browsing
are the list of features additionally supported by NoteCar-
rier
2.11 Summary
In this chapter, I presented number of project which some-
how share the same ideology with NoteCarrier, but still
there is enough room available for improvements. In the
presence of these applications, today’s classroom environ-
ment has not extensively changed in many years due to the
specialized and expensive hardware involved in these sys-
tems. Another reason that might be an issue in adopting
such systems is the complex software systems and interac-
tion techniques used in these systems. These factors make
the application hard to use and make it difficult for lectur-
ers and students to interact with these applications.
Combining different needed features in one application
and improving the interaction techniques in a newly de-
fined project will be the basic idea for my project. Instead
of introducing new hardware systems and implementing
complex new software, I would like to come up with a so-
lution which is easy to use with an available set of hard-
ware and utilize those software systems which are already
in exercise.
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Chapter 3
Requirements
“ The reason most people never reach their goals
is that they don’t define them, learn about them, or
even seriously consider them as believable or
achievable. Winners can tell you where they are
going, what they plan to do along the way, and who
will.”
— Denis Waitley
Before starting work on any prototype of the project, the
requirements must be clear for that project. It helps to stay
focused on the goal. It also makes it easy to define a set
of steps to achieve that goal. The following chapter will
cover the requirements for the initial demo project. This
section also describes the assumptions and goals we set for
this project.
The requirements are gathered and listed by doing the
proper research study in the specific area, observations
are made in a real classroom environment, collecting ideas
from other students and brainstorming with friends and
colleagues. In the following sections, only those require-
ments will be considered which are selected for the project
and highly rated as compared to other requirements.
To support the idea of this project, a small prototype is de-
veloped for specific hardware and software. To keep the
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project more adaptive, we tried to keep the use of special
hardware as minimal as possible. It would help us to in-
tegrate our system more quickly and easily into the cur-
rent environment without integration of specialized hard-
ware. The following section also describes all the needed
software, hardware, settings and configuration involved in
the system.
3.1 Hardware Requirements
Although the goal for this project is to support all existingNoteCarrier server
application is
implemented using
Cocoa programing
tools and technologies used in presentations. But the ini-
tial demonstration of the application works with specific
hardware. This limited hardware support constraint is due
to the iterative development approach we adopt for devel-
opment. In iterative development, a software prototype is
developed at the first stage to analyze and test the project
concept. Once the software proves that it has the ability to
achieve it predefined target, the development team tries to
make it more mature by adding new features and to sup-
port other available hardware.
The current development is a client server based applica-
tion. The server is developed for Mac machines1 where as
the client side application provides full support for iPhone
2 / iPod3 and partially support by iPad 4 .
3.2 Software Requirements
Limited hardware also puts a constraint on software thatIOS 5.0 or above is
required for client
IOS devices
we can use for the initial application. To enable support for
mac machines with Mac OS 5 ,the server is developed in
Cocoa 6 , a programing language used to develop applica-
1 http://www.apple.com/mac/
2http://www.apple.com/iphone/
3http://www.apple.com/ipod/
4http://www.apple.com/ipad/
5 http://www.apple.com/osx/
6 https://developer.apple.com/technologies/mac/cocoa.html
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tions for mac machine. Apple smart devices are available
with different versions of operating systems known as IOS
7 . The current client side application initially supports all
IOS with version 5.0 or above.
Apple keynote 8 is used as a presentation tool to prepare
slides for presentation/lectures. Although the current sys-
tem does not provide any support for Microsoft Technolo-
gies9 but test shows that Microsoft Power Point 10 presen-
tation can also be imported in keynotes to use NoteCarrier
application.
3.3 Application Requirements
In the following sections, we will discuss all functional and
non functional requirements we want to achieve in the cur-
rent version and upcoming versions of the NoteCarrier ap-
plication. Since project development is following the itera-
tive approach, this requirements list acts as an open list of
requirements. By open list, we mean the requirements list
can be changed by adding new tasks, removing any old re-
quirement or changing any requirements according to user
needs.
3.3.1 Non Functional Requirements
Non-Functional requirements can be defined as
A non-functional requirement is a statement of how a sys-
tem must behave, it is a constraint upon the systems behavior.
Source11
Non-Functional requirements help us while designing the
project to make the application more user friendly and easy
7https://developer.apple.com/technologies/ios/
8http://www.apple.com/iwork/keynote/
9http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/default.aspx
10http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/powerpoint/
11http://lessons-from-history.com/node/83
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to use. ”Showing notification message after saving data” or
”Ask confirmation before deleting data” are some common
examples of non functional requirements.
Adaptability
One of the main goals of this project is to make it com-No need to recreate
the presentations,
NoteCarrier supports
standard
presentation formats
patible with current presentation tools. Although very few
such applications are available in the market, most of them
requires to use their application as the presentation tool as
well. These applications are not compatible with existing
presentation tools. Either one has to import existing slides
in that software or create a new one using a specific applica-
tion. The target we want to achieve with NoteCarrier is to
use it with any existing presentation tool without import-
ing or converting existing presentations. This feature will
make application easier to use for the lecturers and mini-
mize the time to adopt this new solution for their presenta-
tions. This will make application more adoptive for the pre-
senter as they can continue to work with those tools which
they were using before.
Plug And Play
Making the application compatible with the existing pre-Easy to integrate
with current system sentation tools also makes it more plug and play than other
available applications. The only requirement for the pre-
senter to use Note carrier, is to run the server application as
a background process. The presenter will have full control
over the application to switch it off at any stage of presen-
tation. Since presenters are already using their old presen-
tation tools for slides, no additional time will be required
to reset to the old way. NoteCarrier also makes it easier
for those lecturers who want to use their old presentation
slides with the new system. Most lecturers use the same
content many times in future classes.
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3.3.2 Functional Requirements
Functional requirements are those features and functions
that software addresses. These requirements are the main
feature of the software. A formal definition for functional
requirements can be explained as
A requirement that specifies a function that a system or compo-
nent must be able to perform.” Source12
”Saving Data” or ”Printing a document on print button”
are a few examples of functional requirements, In the fol-
lowing section we will describe a very high level of func-
tional requirements of NoteCarrier. The complete list of
functional requirements will be discussed in upcoming
chapters.
NoteCarrier provides two different modes for the student
and the lecture. In the following section we will explain
these modes in more detail.
Lecturer Mode
NoteCarrier provides a complete secure view for the pre-
senter. The presenter can only access this view after provid-
ing valid credentials. This mode will allow the presenter to
use a smart device to control the flow of presentation. The
big advantage of using NoteCarrier as a presentation re-
mote over other traditional remotes is a live view of a slide
on a smart device. The presenter can see the same slide on
the smart device as on the screen and get a quick view of
the content of the current slide. The NoteCarrier presen-
ter view also notifies the presenter in case any question is
raised by the student. This notification might be in form
the of a question or a slide that is marked as unclear by the
student. The presenter can view questions related to the
current slide or a complete list of questions can be viewed
under the lecture summary section.
12http://lessons-from-history.com/node/83
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Student Mode
Since one of the goals for NoteCarrier to support the stu-
dent/audience of the lecture, a set of features are available
under the student mode to assist the students during the
lecture. To avoid any unauthorized access to lecture mate-
rial students can only access the view after providing valid
login information. NoteCarrier provides a facility to stu-
dents to view the slides on their device either in synchro-
nized or off-line mode. A high level application overview
is shown in Figure 3.1 ). Students can also post questions
related to the slides or mark them unclear if the content of
the slide is not understandable. We will discuss all these
functional requirement in more detail in coming chapters.
Figure 3.1: NoteCarrier : high level application overview
3.4 Iterative User-Centered Design
The software design patterns help us manage the project in
a systematic way. To come up with a complete perfect solu-
tion in the very first attempt is nearly impossible to achieve.
In contrast to the water fall development model in which
all the development is completed before the test phase, the
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iterative approach is much more in practice these days. In-
stead of developing the whole project in one attempt, the
whole development is broken down into different small
projects. Each sub part of the project is treated as a complete
project and follows a complete development life cycle. As
a result each sub project passes through the analysis phase
at the end of the iteration. This mid development analysis
helps us to develop a more refined solution as compared to
previous approaches.
Nielsen [1993] describes the Iterative User interface Design as Design, Implement
and Analysis in each
iteration
an iterative approach to overcome the drawbacks of the wa-
ter fall development model. The DIA (Design, Implemen-
tation and Analysis) shown in Figure approach divides the
development of each small chunk of the project into three
phases i.e. design, implementation and analysis (Shown in
Figure 3.2 ) . This division helps developers to get familiar
with the issues at very early stage of the development. In
each design phase, development team finalize the plan for
the next iteration by incorporating the findings of previous
analysis phase. The next phase is implementation in which
development of the project carried out on the basis of prior
design phase. The last phase of each cycle is analysis phase,
in which project is evaluated using different techniques.
User studies, surveys , post interviews and other methods
can be used to record user’s experience. These evaluation
techniques are very useful to figure out the possible issues
and problems that users faced during evaluation process.
All these findings act as a feedback for next upcoming de-
sign phase, in which developer proposed a new design to
overcome these known issues and reevaluate them in next
analysis phase. This iterative approach provides a continu-
ous feedback to the development team and make them able
to address these issues and problems during the develop-
ment process.
The DIA approach has been used in the following thesis as DIA approach is
used to implement
NoteCarrier
a software design pattern. Single feature is introduced with
different solutions during development. These different so-
lutions are presented to users during the analysis phase.
The results of this phase help us to identify the best suited
solution according to user ratings. Surveys and personal
interviews are conducted during the development to main-
tain the quality of the project. Software is also presented
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Figure 3.2: DIA Cycle : Design , Implement and Analysis
into a real class room environment to get the student’s im-
pression about the project.
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Chapter 4
Storyboards
“ Design is a funny word. Some people think
design means how it looks. But of course, if you dig
deeper, it’s really how it works.”
— Steve Jobs
The storyboard is an attractive technique to describe the storyboards an
attractive way to
illustrate your ideas
idea behind the system. It is a simple technique to picture
the design of the system by simple sketches and drawings.
This technique is widely used in different industries to de-
pict the early design of a project.
In the field of software development, storyboards are useful storyboards as first
prototypetools to analyze systems before starting the coding phase.
Application functionalities are described and evaluated us-
ing hand made designs which help to describe the concept
behind that application. It not only saves time by not doing
actual implementation at an early stage but is also useful to
collect information about system usability.
Storyboards are useful to evaluate the application at a very
early stage, It provides a very high level overview for the
potential users of the system. It allows us to gather more
feedback from the user by applying quick changes to sys-
tem design by new sketching.
In the following chapter, we will look at the first design of
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the application on storyboards. The purpose of these story-
boards is to demonstrate the idea of the project to target au-
diences and collect some early feedback about the project.
It would also be useful in the design process for the better
design of the system.
4.1 Application Scenario’s
In order to gain the user point of view at an early stage of
the application design, different storyboards were created
according to features offered by the application. These sto-
ryboards covered different scenarios and situations in the
real classroom environment. The storyboards were divided
into two categories, one type of storyboards covered dif-
ferent features offered in the student mode where as the
other type of storyboards were made to analyze the lecturer
mode. Each situation was sketched with and without the
presence of the proposed application.
4.1.1 Student Mode
In the following section, we describe the storyboards for thestoryboards were
created to elaborate
student mode of
application
student section. The storyboards were created to show both
situations (See Figures 4.1 and 4.2 ), once when students are
attending class without the NoteCarrier application and the
other when they are equipped with this application.
Posting Questions or marking slides Unclear Without
NoteCarrier
Figure 4.1 illustrate a situation in which John is one of shy
students in a class and feels hesitant to ask questions dur-
ing the lecture. John thinks that raising his voice may show
his lack of knowledge about the topic, which he definitely
doesn’t want to show to the lecturer and the other students.
Due to his shyness and lack of confidence, in many situa-
tions John decides not to ask a question and ignores those
things which are unclear to him.
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Figure 4.1: Storyboard : The storyboards illustrate a situation of classroom where
students are unable to understand the presented contents. Students are hesitant
to ask question during lecture and no one is confident enough to raise his hand to
point out that slide material is not clear to them
Today John has to attend a lecture on scrum and kanban
software development models. Its one of his favorites top-
ics and he wants to attend this lecture with his full con-
centration. He enters the class and chooses one of the last
benches in the class as he feels too shy to sit in the front
rows and does not want to have so much eye contact with
the professor during the lecture.
Prof. S enters the class and prepares himself for today’s
lecture. He always delivers a lecture with the help of lecture
slides so students can also have a view of the slide contents
on a projector screen. Prof. S starts his lecture by explaining
the content of the lecture.
At the very starting point John does not properly under-
stand the concept of sprint involved in these development
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models. Due to his shyness John is hesitant to interrupt the
class for his question. He thinks that may be on the other
slides Prof. S will re explain the same concept so he will be
able to catch up with rest of the class at that point. To es-
cape from this situation he decides not to ask the professor
to explain the concept of sprint which is unclear to him.
Due to lecture the sequence, all of the next slides are some
how relevant to that concept which John unable to under-
stand. Now it is becoming more difficult for him to un-
derstand the rest of lecture since he missed the main point
at beginning of the lecture. Now John is totally lost and
unable to understand anything in the lecture. John is feel-
ing very frustrated because it is hard for him to understand
anything taught by Prof.S
Posting Questions or marking slides Unclear With Note-
Carrier
John enters the class with his iPhone device and as per his
routine selects one of the last bench of the class to sit. John
downloads all the slides from the lecturer’s computer to his
smart device using the NoteCarrier application. During the
lecture John is unable to understand the concept of sprint
on the very first slide of the lecture. Being a shy student
John is hesitant to ask questions of the professor but he does
not want to move further without understanding the sprint
concept. With his Iphone device showing the same slide on
its screen John decided to ask question using the NoteCar-
rier application. He selects the post a question option from
the menu and writes ”What is Sprint, Can you explain it ?”
and posts that question using NoteCarrier. Some other stu-
dents were also unable to understand the whole content of
the slide, they also want the lecturer to repeat that slide so
they choose the ”mark unclear” option from the main menu
of the application to notify the lecturer that the current slide
is not clear to them.
As soon as John posted the question, Prof.S receives a noti-
fication that 1 student posted a question related to the cur-
rent slide. Prof. S also notices that number of other students
are unable to understand the slide. To make the slide clear,
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Figure 4.2: Storyboard : The storyboards illustrate a situation of the classroom
where students are unable to understand the presented contents. Student choose
to post questions use NoteCarrier application. As soon as the student post the ques-
tions lecturer got an notification on his device and decided to answer the questions
and repeat the slides to clear the content.
Prof. S checks the question and says,”One of you asks me to
define the sprint concept, since its one of the main concepts
for the whole lecture. So before moving forward i would
like to rephrase it for those who were unable to understand
it for the first time.”
John is very pleased as Prof. S repeats the idea behind those
concepts that he was unable to understand the first time.
Now he is confident that he can fully understand the lecture
and will post more questions if anything is unclear to him at
any stage. Since NotCarrier posts questions anonymously,
John does not feel any hesitation in posting more questions.
John is very comfortable with today’s lecture as it was one
of his favorite topics and he was able to resolve the confu-
sion he had about these topics in his mind before the lec-
ture.
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Slide-view and taking Notes
Alex is a student of Informatics at the university. He is one
of those students who attend every class with all his con-
centration and tries to gain as much knowledge as he can
during the lecture. Since most of lecturers use electronic
slides for the lectures, so its Alex’s routine to bring a set of
printed lecture slides before the class starts. He thinks in
this way he can concentrate more on the lecturer’s talk and
also be able to save a lot of time by not coping the slide’s
content on his note book. By following this approach he is
only required to just write down his own notes on the spe-
cific printed slide. Alex feels more comfortable with this
way of note taking mechanism, since it also improves his
readability while reviewing the lecture at a later stage.
Without NoteCarrier
Today Alex was a little late to reach the university. He could
not manage to take a print out for the today’s lecture be-
fore class started. During the lecture, he is really confused
while taking notes since he has to first copy the contents of
the slides and then writes down his own notes. By doing
this he is totally unable to concentrate on the lecturer’s talk
and misses so many important points in the lecture. After
half of the lecture he decides to write down only his own
notes so he will rewrite them on the lecture printouts after
the class. This will help him to pay more attention on the
lecturer’s talk.
After the class, Alex tries to copy the notes from his note-
book to the lecture slides, but he is unable to create any link
between his notes and the lecture slides, all of his notes are
not making any sense to him at this point. Although he at-
tended the lecture but he is unable to gain anything from
it.
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With NoteCarrier
Alex enters in the class with his iPad device, he forgot to
bring the print notes for todays lecture. He opens the Note-
Carrier application on his iPad, connects his device to the
class network and downloads all the slides on his device
using the application. He selects the off-line view mode of
the lecture where he can see the complete set of slides. Now
its easy for him to take notes directly on the slides without
copying the same slide content. With NoteCarrier he is not
worried about missing the lecture since he saved plenty of
time by not writing all slides by hand. He saved all his
notes on his device, so he can review them afterwards.
4.1.2 Lecturer Mode
The lecturer mode of the application was also presented to A set of storyboards
were drawn for
lecturer mode
the audience with the help of storyboards. A set of story-
boards are created to illustrate both the situations to users
(See Figures 4.3 and 4.4 )
Prof.X is a lecturer at the university. He is delivering a lec-
ture in the university for the last 4 years on a subject of his
expertise. Since every semester he delivers the same lec-
tures so he has prepared a set of slides for his lectures in his
mac machine using Keynotes. He has used the same slides
for the last four years and is very used to the routine and
software he has used during the lectures. Prof. X feels a
huge communication gap between the students and him-
self, he wants to minimize this gap by motivating students
toward questions and discussions. With less participation
from students, Prof. X thinks that students are not getting
the full benefits from his lectures.
Prof. X has already searched some software solutions
which encourage students to ask questions during lectures,
but most of the software requires the use of specific tools for
presentation and only supports specific slide formats. Since
Prof. X prepared a large number of slides over the last four
years, he does not want to recreate a large number of slides
from scratch. Also he is using the Keynote application for a
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very long time and is already availing the Slide-Notes and
other options for his lecture so it is hard for him to change
the presentation tool at this stage. He is unable to find any
suitable solution for his specific scenario.
Delivering lecture without NoteCarrier
Today Prof. X is going to deliver a very important lecture
of the semester and wants every student to understand it
properly. Since today’s lecture is one of the most important
lectures, Prof. X wants to encourage students to ask ques-
tions during the lecture. Prof.X asks everybody at the end
of each slide ”Is it clear to all of you?” or ”Do you have
any questions related to this slide? ” . But unfortunately
he is not getting an honest response from students. Prof.
X knows that it is one of the most complicated topics of
his lecture so the students must have some questions but
they are hesitant to ask questions. He feels himself helpless
in this situation where he is unable to use an application
which might help students to communicate but requires a
lot of extra work on his part which he cannot spare at this
moment.
Delivering lecture with NoteCarrier
Prof.X is very happy since he is going to introduce a new
classroom system to his students. He will deliver todays
lecture by using the NoteCarrier application. Since Note-
Carrier does provide its functionalities with existing pre-
sentation tools, Prof.X is relieved that there is no need to
learn a new system or have to recreate his lecture slides.
Additionally NoteCarrier allows Prof. X to use his smart
phone as an advanced smart remote for his presentation.
He is satisfied with NoteCarrier since it is compatible with
the slides and softwares he was using for the last four years.
During the lecture Prof. X can have a slide view on his
device so he can view these slides on his device without
looking back to the projector screen. This helps him to fo-
cus more on the students during the lecture. Since students
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Figure 4.3: Storyboard : In this storyboard depicts a situation where lecturer
presents a very important lecture to class and want student should participate in
the class but unfortunately students are hesitating to participate in the lecture and
lecturer not getting any response from student side
can post questions using this application, Prof. X notices
that students are more active in participating in the lecture
by posting their questions. Prof. X receives a visual noti-
fication on his device, that one of the students is unable to
understand the current topic. Being a loyal lecturer, Prof.
X wants every student in his class to fully understand the
topic. So Prof.X tries to present the topic in different ways,
to simplify it for the student.
A continuous feedback on each slide also assists Prof. X to
understand the difficulty level of each slide and to judge his
way of delivering the lecture. This would also help Prof. X
evaluate himself so next time he would be able to deliver
the lecture in a better way.
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Figure 4.4: Storyboard : Lecturer delivering a lecture and noticed that many stu-
dent mark the slide unclear and posting questions. He noticed that specific part
of lecture is bit complex for students so he decided to put extra time on that topic
during this and upcoming lectures.
4.2 Evaluation
These storyboards are presented to a group of students for
evaluation. The group consists of six students and one lec-
turer. Among six students four male students and two fe-
male students participated in this evaluation process. All of
these are students of information technology at the Univer-
sity of Bonn. four out of six students are in their fourth
semester of Master studies, the remaining two students
were in their second semester of studies. One of Pakistani
lecturers also reviewed to evaluate the storyboards to eval-
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uate the lecturer mode of the application.
4.2.1 Setup
Four different storyboards were presented to students, each Different situations
are presented with
the help of
storyboards
storyboard covered a specific feature of the NoteCarrier ap-
plication. All these storyboards were hand drawn and pre-
sented on a paper sheet to each student along with a short
questionnaire. The questionnaire consists of very simple
multiple choice questions and one open ended question
where the student can write comments about the overall
idea of the application. Students were asked different gen-
eralized questions related to these scenarios. Is the story-
board clear to you ? Did you ever face the same situation
during lectures ? Do you support the solution presented
in the storyboard? Can it be helpful for you to handle the
same situation ?
In the same way a questionnaire was prepared for the lec-
turer system as well. In that questionnaire we asked about
the presentation tool and the difficulty involved if they
have to change it on a later stage. Other questions cover
the scenarios presented in the lecturer’s storyboard.
4.2.2 Results
Gathered results show positive feedback from the students Six students
participated in
evaluation process
who faced such situations during lectures. Three out of six
students responded that they also feel hesitant in asking
questions during a lecture and the proposed solution will
be a suitable approach to overcome this problem.
A large number of student. five out six admitted that it is
easy for them to ask one or two questions related to slide
but if they don’t understand the whole slide they will not
tell the lectures that the topic is unclear to them or will not
demand that it be repeated. In this case they admired the
NoteCarrier way of marking a slide unclear, as it will also
encourage students to start a discussion on the topic if more
students marked the same slide as unclear.
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The student feedback shows positive interest in the appli-Questionnaires are
used to collect users
feedback
cation as well. They liked the overall idea and want to see
its implementation in the real environment. The comment
section of the questionnaire showed a great interest by stu-
dents involved in this application. The overall feedback
also showed the need for such system in the real environ-
ment and approves the concept of the NoteCarrier applica-
tion. The application will be a suitable solution not only for
the students but also for the lecturers.
The lecturers also showed a great interest in the NoteCar-
rier application. They also mentioned the same issue in
which available applications requires to convert existing
slides into specific format and force them to use their own
created presentation tool. By adopting NoteCarrier ap-
proach they will be free to use the slides they already have
and it would be easy for them to continue with previous
presentation tools.
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Chapter 5
Paper Prototype
“ Its not good enough to just keep producing
technology with no notion of whether its going to be
useful. You have to create stuff that people really
want, rather than create stuff just because you can.”
— Genevieve Bell
Usability is one of the important factors involved in the suc- Evaluate your idea
before actual
implementation
cess of any project. If a project does not have enough po-
tential to be used in the real environment, then it would be
just a waste of time and resources, and lead towards failure.
Brooke defines the term usability in terms of its particular
context, which states that a product or project should be
tested within the specific context for which it is being de-
veloped. It is necessary to not only define the project mea-
surement but also the context of the project. We already
defined a comprehensive context for NoteCarrier in chap-
ter 3—“Requirements” and 4—“Storyboards” . The need is
to define a way to test the usability of a project at a very
early stage to minimize the risk of failure.
The paper prototype is a cost efficient solution to judge A time and cost
efficient approach
assess the design of
application
the usability of a project. It is another way of expressing
your idea to potential users before the actual implementa-
tion phase. This technique is used to test the usability of
the application with hand drawn UI designs on paper. In
the paper prototype, project UI are drawn on simple papers
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and presented to potential users of the project. A number
of techniques can be used to mock the user interaction with
the system. A very simple paper prototype may be a simple
UI design with no user interaction, where as in other proto-
types different ways of user interaction can be introduced
to capture user behavior. This interaction might be a simple
flip of paper, or an action controlled by humans.
The paper prototype provides a quick and dirty picture of
your project to users. Since users are also aware of its sim-
plicity, they feel more open in suggesting different solu-
tions. The development team can also respond quickly to
those suggestions by redrawing or altering the prototype
according to the user’s requirements. All these practices
make this simple approach very effective in analyzing the
project during its initial stage.
For NoteCarrier, a paper prototype approach was used toUser interfaces are
drawn on the paper justify its usability. Different screens were drawn on simple
paper sheets and presented to users for simulation. Since
major development of the NoteCarrier application consists
of nomadic operations, it was very hard to simulate the
whole process via a paper prototype. Various techniques
were used to simulate the nomadic operation for the Note-
Carrier prototyping.These approaches are discussed in the
following section in more detail.
5.1 Simulation Techniques
Most of features offered by the application are based on
nomadic operations, in which information flows from one
device to other. Since it is impossible to mirror this effect
in a paper prototype in the same manner so different ap-
proaches were used to mock this behavior.
5.1.1 Sticky Notes
In the application, posting a question and marking slides asSticky notes are
used to simulate
application nomadic
operations
unclear are two main features in which information needs
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to be forwarded from the student device to the lecturer de-
vice. To mock these functionalities, sticky notes were used
to pass information from the students to the lecturer (see
Figure 5.1 ). Questions were written on the sticky notes
with its relevant slide number, these sticky notes were then
passed directly to the lecturer to report the question being
asked by the student.
Figure 5.1: Paper Prototype : Posting questions with the
help of sticky notes
In the same way, marking a slide unclear functionality is be-
ing simulated by sticky notes. The number of sticky notes
posted on a single slide with the mark ”Unclear” shows the
count of students unable to understand that slide.
5.1.2 Beforehand Information
To simulate the behavior of a slides’ view on the personal Printed slides are
used to simulate the
on device slide view
smart device, slides were drawn on the paper before hand-
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ing them to the students along with hand written slides,
printed slides were also used for paper prototyping. For
printing a specific print scale was used to fit the slide in-
side the hand drawn UIs (Shown in the Figure 5.2 ).
Taking notes on printed slides is a very common technique
and already in practice by many students, so it was an easy
option to adopt for students. This also helped students to
realize the need for the application in their routine activi-
ties.
5.2 Paper Prototype For User Interfaces
A number of UIs were drawn on papers to cover different
features of the application. As per application architecture
the whole screens were divided into two categories. The
first set of prototypes were built to simulate the lecturer
mode of the application where as the other set of prototypes
were created for the student mode.
Although NoteCarrier consists of a cocoa based application
server and a number of apple scripts which are running
on the server machine, these components are developed to
work as a background process for the purpose of handling
all of the requests issued by IOS devices. The main pur-
pose of these components is to provide network support
for information fetching from keynote applications. Since
these software blocks do not have any direct interaction
with users, all such low level detail is also kept hidden in
paper prototyping.
5.2.1 Prototype for Student Mode
A series of paper prototypes were drawn to explain the con-Different UIs are
drawn to cover
different section of
the application
cept of the student mode of the application. Different UI
were built to express the different screens and features of-
fered by the NoteCarrier. As shown in Figure 5.3 , a set
of hand drawn UI’s, lecture slides and sticky notes were
provided to the students to simulate the behavior of the ap-
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Figure 5.2: Paper Prototype :Paper prototypes represents
different sections of the NoteCarrier application for the stu-
dent mode, Menu screen, Slideview screen, Action toolbar
and join class screen
plication. Following is a list of screens developed for pro-
totyping of the student mode.
• Menu screen : Showing the main menu of the ap-
plication in student mode. Each different section of
the application can be accessed using this main menu
screen.
• SlideView Screen: This section of the application
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Figure 5.3: Paper Prototype : Paper prototype for student
mode, printed slides were used to give the impression of
off-line slide view mode of the application
shows the slides on your own device, for this paper
prototype we mocked the off-line view mode with the
help of printed slides.
• Onslide Menu : It is a replica of the SlideView screen
but with an extra menu screen at the top of the slide
view. The user can select different actions from this
list of actions according to their need. User can post
questions or mark slide unclear by using this menu
list.
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• Post Question : To simulate the post question screen,
sticky notes were provided to the users. The user can
write a question on these sticky notes with the slide
number or write unclear with the reference of a cur-
rent slide. These sticky notes were then forwarded
to the lecturer to give an impression of an on screen
question notification.
• Login Screen : In the paper prototype, a login screen
was also drawn to convey the idea of authorized ac-
cess on the content of the lecture, but it was not used
during the test rather just used as a symbolic repre-
sentation of the login module of the application.
5.2.2 Prototype for Lecturer Mode
Since the lecturer mode of the application is more depen-
dent on the students questions and feedback, in this case
the paper prototype for the lecturer was much more sim-
pler than the student mode. To make the lecturer aware
of questions and feedback posted by students, sticky notes
were used as a communication channel between the stu-
dent and the lecturer.
• SlideView Screen : Although NoteCarrier provides a
complete feature set for the lecturer, which includes
a device slide view, questions notification, Unclear
slide notification and lecture summary sections. Since
most of the features are related to notifications which
are fired by the students, in the paper prototype lec-
turer mode did not have too much UI to design in the
lecturer mod
5.3 User Testing
It was a difficult job to test the paper prototype in the ac- Prototype is
evaluated with
students to simulate
the scenarios
tual classroom environment due to the time constraint and
tight schedule of lectures. Presenting and conducting the
test definitely requires a sufficient amount of time from the
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allocated time for the lecture and does not seems a suitable
option for lecturers who already have a strict lecture plan.
To avoid this situation, the NoteCarrier application proto-
type test is conducted with the help of students in the same
lecture manner to simulate the classroom environment.
5.3.1 Participants
Six people participated in this small activity in which fourMocked the
classroom
environment with
small group of people
were males and two were females. One of the male partic-
ipant acted as a lecturer and the rest of the group acted as
students of the class. Instead of using a projector screen, a
LCD display was used to display the slides on a larger dis-
play. Students were provided with a paper prototype with
printed slides. Sticky notes were also distributed among
students for writing down the questions or putting a mark
”Unclear” .
5.3.2 Task
To make the test approximate an actual case scenario, aInformation shared
using sticky notes small number of the lecture slides were used from the sub-
ject ”User Centered Software Design” which was taught at
the University of Bonn. The whole test was conducted in
a small room equipped with the necessary hardware and
software components. The size of the room also played a
vital role in passing sticky notes, which were used to to pro-
vide data sharing support over the human network. I was
responsible for forwarding student written sticky notes to
the lecturer in appropriate slide order.
A fifteen minute session was conducted in which approx-
imately ten slides of the lecture were covered. Students
noted the questions related to different slides and handed
them to me. At the end of each slide I forwarded all the
questions to the lecturer which were related to that slide so
that the lecturer could review them before moving to the
next slide.
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5.4 Findings
The whole purpose of this prototype test was to get a first
impression of the application and to validate its usability
on a small scale. Although the paper prototype cannot rep-
resent the whole concept in the same way as the software
but still the participants liked the whole idea and showed
their interest by their feedback and suggestions. Following
are some findings we extracted from this test
• Menu Design : As we implemented a menu screen,
which allows students to perform different tasks on
the current slide like posting questions or marking
slide unclear etc, most of the people didn’t like to go
to another screen/menu bar to choose the right op-
tion. In their point of view, It would be great if they
have direct buttons on the tool bar or status bar for
such options.
• Menu For Current slide : One of student was not us-
ing the application in Synchronized mode, so he was
not aware of which slide was current on the view. He
just wanted to ask a question on that slide so the only
option at that time was to go in synchronized mode
and after fetching the current slide post your ques-
tion on that slide. This might be not a suitable option
for those students who don’t want to use the synchro-
nized mode all of the time.
5.5 Summary
Overall the paper prototype session proved a good ap-
proach to test the application at very early stage. It not only
helps us, get the first user impression about the application
but also provides positive feedback and suggestions to im-
prove it. We also observed different user behavior such as
user interactions, most used sections, ambiguities and con-
fusion they faced during test.
Different new features are planned to implement the ap- Participant’s
feedback helped to
refine the
requirements
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plication after reviewing the user feedback in this session.
Features like Providing a direct link for posting questions
and marking slides unclear are implemented in NoteCar-
rier. In this way the students are not required to use the
synchronized mode for posting questions. The new options
will be accessible on the page main menu which allows the
student to post questions to the current slide and eliminate
the extra steps.
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Chapter 6
Software Prototype
“ I think that in the discussion of natural
problems we ought to begin not with the Scriptures,
but with experiments, and demonstrations.”
— Galileo Galilei
To transform our ideas into reality, a small software proto-
type of NoteCarrier is developed. The resultant prototype
will help us to assess the usability of the software and also
provide us the opportunity to use it in a classroom envi-
ronment. In the following chapter, the detail work on the
software prototype will be described. The whole chapter
will cover different aspects of the software including sys-
tem requirements, design, features and software prototype.
The first prototype of application is developed for specific
hardware and software. The system requirements are men-
tioned in chapter 3—“Requirements” in the respective sec-
tions 3.1—“Hardware Requirements” and 3.2—“Software
Requirements” .
This chapter will be explained in three sections. The first
section will be about the design requirements of the soft-
ware. A list of design requirements will be described which
should be followed during the implementation of the soft-
ware.
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The second part of the chapter will describe the software
and hardware architecture of the application. I will also
specify all the features and functionalities offered by the the
software.
The last part of this chapter will explain the nomadic frame-
work that is used in application to support all nomadic op-
erations.
6.1 Design Requirements
With the help of the related research study and require-Main design
requirements for the
application
ments gathering phase, a set of design requirements are de-
fined for the software. These requirements are prioritized
according to their importance in the software, high de-
manded requirements are then selected for the first proto-
type of the application. In the following sections, only those
requirements will be discussed which are implemented in
the first prototype.
6.1.1 Support for Available Presentation Tool
As related work shows, most of the applications require
us to use their own built-in presentation tool for presen-
tation. To work with that software, one has to either create
new set of slides using their provided tools or use a spe-
cialized plug-ins to import already built presentations. In
contrast to this approach, the new design approach should
make the software compatible with existing presentation
tools i.e. Keynote instead developing them from scratch.
The new software should be able to use an existing presen-
tation tool without importing or converting already built
presentations and have ability to communicate with that
presentation tool. This feature will make the application
easier to use for the lecturers and minimize the investiga-
tion time that is always required to adopt new solutions.
The new design will make the application more adoptive
for the presenter since they still have an option to switch
back to Keynote and deliver the lecture in their traditional
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way.
6.1.2 Provide Simple Interaction Techniques
In a related work section, I mentioned the applications that
provide functionalities for posting questions and collecting
student feedback. To display this information to the lec-
turer, dedicated applications are being implemented for the
lecturer machine. The lecturer has to switch back and forth
between the presentation and the application window to
look student’s posted data. It not only interrupts the whole
lecture sequence but also puts the lecturer in an annoying
situation by requiring the selection of different windows
again and again.
To address this issue, the software should support a simple
interaction technique that does not required manual work
for checking the question list periodically. Rather the lec-
turer should only be notified in case someone posts a ques-
tion. The lecturer should also be able to take a look at these
posted questions without interrupting the active presenta-
tion.
6.1.3 Implementing of Bidirectional Communica-
tion
One of the known limitations in the current classroom en-
vironment is the communication gap. Without student par-
ticipation, the lecture does not make any sense and will af-
fect the overall learning process. To avoid such situations,
the software should define a communication mechanism
that encourages the students to participate in the lecture.
The solution provides an easy to use set of features for ac-
tive participation in the class, for instance asking questions
or reporting unclear contents presented during lecture. The
software must have the ability to link the questions with the
relevant slide. In this way the lecturer will be able to fully
understand the question in its relevant context.
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6.1.4 Anonymous Class Participation
Another problem involved in class participation is student
hesitance in asking questions.MATT RATTO and GRIS-
WOLD explains this student behavior due to increased
class size and the diversity of students. He also mentions
that in some cases students also feel that raising too many
question might convey a message of impolite behavior. Its
also hard for some students to ask questions in front of fel-
low students due to their shy personality.
To deal with this social problem, the proposed application
must provide a convenient way to encourage these stu-
dents to actively participate. One suitable option will be
posting questions anonymously. Students who feel reluc-
tant to ask questions can get a benefit from this feature by
posting their questions without raising their voice. Ques-
tions are forwarded to the lecturer without their identity
which helps these students to take part in the lecture effec-
tively without any hesitance.
6.1.5 Ability To write on slides
Observations were made during the paper prototype ses-
sions that many students preferred to write on printed
slides rather on a separate notebook. This will allow stu-
dents to a keep link between the slide content and the notes
they wrote down and also minimize the effort required to
copy the slide contents. To keep this habit in practice, a new
software design should support writing down notes on a
slide’s image. Students will be able to store their notes on
the slide view in the same manner but in a soft copy format.
6.1.6 Student Control over slides
In the classroom students often ask the lecturer to go back
to some specific slide. Either they missed some point on
that slide or they want to write down some important notes
related to that slide. To help students in this situation, the
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application must provide the student an ability to select a
specific slide on their local view. Such quick control over
slides not only saves the students and the lecturer time but
also minimizes the overall interruption caused by these re-
quests.
6.2 System Design
By keeping in mind all the non functional requirements and
design requirements. The system design for NoteCarrier is
proposed. The main goal behind the design was to make
the software compatible with current presentation tools. In-
stead of implementing a specific presentation tool for the
application. NoteCarrier was designed in a way so it can
be used with existing presentations tool e.g. Keynote. By
adopting this approach, the additional step of providing
an interface for converting existing presentations to soft-
ware readable formats will also be eliminated. Figure 6.1
shows a high level design architecture of the system. To NoteCarrier consists
of three software
components, an
application server
and two IOS based
applications
keep the legacy system on its place, the NoteCarrier appli-
cation server is installed as a background process on the
lecturer mac book, which also allows the lecturer to use
their notebook in the same manner. Additionally an IOS
based version of the NoteCarrier application is installed on
the lecturer and the students smart devices. To establish a
communication channel, a wireless network connection is
placed between the application server and IOS based ap-
plications.
The current high level design architecture consists of two
main components
• Cocoa based server application.
• IOS based Iphone/Ipod/Ipad Application
In the following sections I will describe these components
in more detail with additional information about the sub-
components involved in the design.
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Figure 6.1: NoteCarrier System Design : Figure shows a high level design for the
NoteCarrier application, In which the presenter system is attached to a projector.
All IOS devices and the presenter notebook is connected over a wireless network
connection for intercommunication
6.2.1 Cocoa Based Server Application
The server application of NoteCarrier performs two mainThe application
server acts as a
communicate bridge
between Keynote
and client
applications
activities, controlling network traffic and communication
with the Keynote application. The server application is re-
sponsible handling all the queries sent by the client devices.
There are a number of queries a client can post to the server,
these queries might be a request for data or to get some in-
formation related to the presentation tool. The following
are supported queries a client device can sent to the server.
• Login request as student
• Login request as lecturer
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Figure 6.2: High level architecture on the presenter machine
• Get total slides count
• Get current slide number on the view
• Get a slide as an image with slide number
• Get current slide as image
• Post a question related to current slide
• Post a question with slide number
• Marking current slide unclear
• Marking a specific slide unclear with slide number
There are two major categories of these queries, informa-
tion posting queries and information retrieval queries. In
information posting queries, students send information to
server, this information might be in the form of questions or
a flag to indicate that slide contents are not clear to them.
Students can post these queries either from the off-line slide
view section or the main menu in which all operations are
attached to the current slide view.
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The other type of queries are information retrieval queries.
The purpose of these queries are to fetch information or
data from the server application. Loading the current slide
or getting the total count for slides are some example of
these categories.
Except in off-line mode posting queries, the applicationAppleScript is used
to control Keynote
application
server has to communicate with the Keynote application
to fetch information about the current presentation. This
fetched information is needed to prepare the response for
the information retrieval queries. AppleScripts are imple-
mented to build a communication channel between the
NoteCarrier application server and the Keynote applica-
tion. Figure 6.2 shows a high level architecture of the Note-
Carrier application on the presenter machine. According to
this architecture the NoteCarrier server application consists
of three main components
1. Keynote
2. AppleScripts
3. NoteCarrier Application server
KeyNote
Keynote 1 is a standard tool for presentation for OS X oper-
ating systems. The Keynote is available in iWork 2 suit, an
office suite which provides tools for documentations, pre-
sentation and spreadsheets etc. Keynote provides an ability
to present or create presentations. The big advantage of us-
ing the Keynote application for the NoteCarrier is that it
provides an interface for communication via AppleScripts.
This interface provides a mechanism to communicate with
running Keynote application using these scripts.
Another plus point for using Keynote is its import func-
tionality, which allows the presenters to import presenta-
tions made in other tools e.g. Microsoft Power Point. In
1http://www.apple.com/iwork/keynote/
2http://www.apple.com/iwork/
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this way the software can also be used with those presenta-
tions made in tools other than Keynote.
AppleScript
AppleScript is a scripting language provided by Apple that
is used to automate tasks in OS X operating system.
AppleScript is a scripting language that makes possible direct
control of scriptable applications and many parts of the Mac
OS. A scriptable application is one that makes its operations and
data available in response to AppleScript messages, called Apple
events. Source 3
In NoteCarrier, AppleScripts are primarily used to com- NoteCarrier
application server
provides an interface
between client
devices and
AppleScripts
municate with the Keynote application. Since the Keynote
application already provides an interface for communica-
tion via AppleScript, no additional development was re-
quired to manage external commands in the Keynote. Since
Keynote only possesses limited functionalities via its script-
ing interface, I developed an application server as a wrap-
per over these scripts to provide additional functionalities.
For instance, keynote does not provide an export function-
ality in its presenter mode, to deal with this problem the
application server exports all the slides at the start of the
lecture and maintains this information on its own. Any re-
quest regarding slide fetching is directly handled by the ap-
plication server without any interaction with AppleScript
and Keynotes.
Following are some of the Keynote functionalities utilized
via AppleScript in the application.
• Total Slide Numbers : Keynote can return the to-
tal number of slides from the current presentation
file. This count is fetched by the AppleScript wrap-
per application at the start of the session and stored
locally. The application uses this count for many deci-
sion based operations in both the server and the client
3http://tinyurl.com/cr5k8yg
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applications. For instance, switching the slide in lec-
turer mode sends next slide call to the server on the
basis of the current slide and the total slide count.
• Exporting Slides : Another important feature of
Keynote is an Export function. In the export function,
Keynote will export all or a specific number of slides
in a specified format on a provided path. Currently
Keynote supports different file formats for its export
functionality. In current implementation of the Note-
Carrier application, all slides are exported as image
files to a specific folder stored on the file system.
• Current Slide Number : AppleScripts are also used
to fetch the current slide number that is on the pre-
senter view. This is one of the most frequently used
requests that application server posts to Keynote via a
script. The fetched value is used in many functional-
ities such as posting questions, marking the slide un-
clear and the synchronization view.
• Adding Presenter Notes : In NoteCarrier, when a
student posts a question related to any slide, the lec-
turer immediately gets a notification and question on
his IOS device. Besides this mechanism, the lecturer
can also see the same question in the footnotes sec-
tion in the Keynote presenter view. This is an optional
feature with some limitations since it might confuse
those lecturers who use the notes section for their per-
sonal points. But in case the lecturer doesn’t want to
use a separate IOS device and prefers to deliver a lec-
ture in the traditional way, NoteCarrier will post a
question directly to the notes section. Adding func-
tionality for injecting questions as slides notes is also
achieved using AppleScript.
• Slide Switching : The lecturer mode of the applica-
tion provides an opportunity to use a smart device as
a presentation remote control for slide switching. Us-
ing a swipe gesture the lecturer jumps to the next or
previous slide of the presentation. In implementation
of this feature AppleScript is responsible for commu-
nicating with Keynote for slide switching.
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6.2.2 IOS Based Application
Another completely separate and major part of the devel- IOS based
application can be
used either in
Lecturer mode or
Student mode
opment is an IOS based application for students and lectur-
ers. Since the application server and AppleScript work as
background processes, this is the only part that is visible to
students and lecturers. All interaction with the system is
only possible through the interface of the IOS application.
This application has two different operating modes, a stu-
dent mode and a lecturer mode (Shown in Figure 6.3 ). Each
mode is secure with a password and can only be accessed
via valid credentials. The password policy is imposed to
secure the lecturer contents and to avoid unwanted access
on the lecturer view.
Figure 6.3: NoteCarrier: Figure shows a startup screen of
the application, where the user has to select an appropriate
mode to use the application
The current prototype of the application can be used in to
two different operating modes. Lecturer Mode and Student
Mode are two modes developed to assist the lecturer and
students respectively. Each mode provides a completely
different set of features according to its needs.
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We will split the the following section according to these
two modes. In each section, all those features and function-
alities will be described which are offered by the respective
operating mode.
6.2.3 Lecturer Mode
The lecturer mode is designed to serve the lecturer in the
classroom. The application provides very limited but at-
tractive features in this mode which not only make the pre-
sentation process easy for the lecturer but also improve the
overall learning process. The features offered by the appli-
cation specifically for lecturers are listed below.
Slide View on Device
NoteCarrier provides the same slide view on the smart de-
vice as it is on the projector screen. It gives more room to
the lecturer to move around the class without tying him-
self to the presenter desk to look at slide content. Although
the projector screen can be used as an option for viewing
slides, it put an additional burden on the lecturer to look
back again and again at the projector screen while present-
ing. This NoteCarrier feature allows the lecturer to have a
glimpse of the slide content while facing the students.
Using Device as Presentation Remote
This software prototype can also be used by the lecturer
as a traditional presentation remote. By swiping a finger
right or left on the screen, the lecturer can switch between
slides on the projector view. In this way the lecturer doesn’t
have to use the additional remote for slide switching. Us-
ing swipes also make the slide switching process easier as
compared to push buttons on conventional remote controls.
Swiping is a more natural way for humans to change pages
while reading books or papers. It will be more convenient
for the lecturer to use a swipe gesture rather than pushing
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buttons on the remote. It also remove the hassle of remem-
bering the right button for the appropriate direction.
Notification for Question
The lecturer mode for NoteCarrier is not just a remote for
the presentation rather it offers extra features which make
it different and more functional. Getting notifications about
the questions raised by the students, is another exciting fea-
ture of this application. The lecturer has an on screen no-
tification on his device, if students post a question related
to current slide. The application stores all these questions
with their relevant slide numbers. In this way the lecturer
can view the slide specific questions in one place. Keeping
a reference between the question and the slide also makes it
possible for the lecturer to respond to the question as soon
as the student posts it or entertain the questions at a later
stage.
Notification for Unclear
Another feature that creates a distinction between NoteCar-
rier and other applications is the ability to visually notify
the lecturer if the content of the slides are not clear to stu-
dents. This unique feature allows the lecturer to assess the
complexity of the slide material by knowing the number of
students who are unable to understand it. If the view of the
current slide which is being delivered by the lecturer starts
getting red. It means the lecture is not clear. The more red it
gets, the more unclear it is. The lecturer’s view also shows
the count for unclear marked i.e. the number of times stu-
dents mark the slide unclear. The software keep track of
these counts with each slide, which helps the lecturer ana-
lyze his lecture contents. Using this analysis data, lecturers
can improve their slide contents or can allot more time to
these contents during a lecture.
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Lecture Summary
Questions are one of the most fundamental parts of lec-
tures. They not only show the interest of the students to-
wards the lecture but also clarify the ambiguous aspect of
the lecture and improve the learning process. Questions
might be raised at any time during a lecture or in some
cases the lecturer may prefer to have a Q&A ”Question and
Answer” session at the end of the lecture. NoteCarrier saves
all questions posted by the students with the relevant slide
numbers. This allows the lecturer to look at all the ques-
tions at the end of the lecture in the lecture summary sec-
tion. The lecture summary section improves the readabil-
ity of these questions by sorting them according to relevant
slide numbers.
6.2.4 Student Mode
One of the main goals for designing NoteCarrier was to as-
sist the students in their activities during a lecture. To pro-
vide a complete set of functionalities, the application not
only offers attractive features in the Lecturer Mode but also
proposes a set of functions to assist students in the Student
Mode. Figure 6.4 shows a main menu of the IOS applica-
tion in Student Mode. The following section will explain the
Student Mode of the application.
Synchronized View Mode
The application allows students to have slide views on their
own devices. In synchronized view mode the application
will show the same slide on the device as is it on the pro-
jector screen. Slides will be synchronized with the projector
view. As soon as the lecturer switches the slide on his ma-
chine all of the client devices will update their views to that
current slide. All the slides are downloaded on the client
device at the start of the client session, this will improve
the application’s response time since it will not be required
to download each slide separately during the lecture.
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Figure 6.4: Application provides two different slide view
modes, Off-line and Synchronized slide view. Application
also provides quick options to post questions related to cur-
rent slide or mark it unclear.
Off-line View Mode
In contrast with the synchronized view, the off-line view
mode gives more freedom to student to switch between
slides. Students have a full set of slides on their own de-
vice which they can view, swipe left or swipe right gestures
can be used to select next or previous slides respectively.
The off-line view provides an opportunity to consult slides
other than on the projector view, in this way students don’t
have to ask the lecturer to go back to a previous slide to
view the content once again.
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Posting Question
Students can also post questions using the NoteCarrier. The
application provides two possible ways to post question
during a lecture. Students can post the questions related to
a slide currently on the presenter view by choosing ”Post
a Question” option from the main menu. To ask ques-
tions about slides other than the current slide, a student can
choose a slide in Off-line mode and post a question against
that slide. All posted questions are immediately sent to the
lecturer’s device, if the question is related to current slide,
the lecturer will get an on screen notification for that ques-
tion. In other cases the lecturer will be notified with the
posted question once that specific slide is selected for the
presenter view. The lecturer can also view the list of all
posted questions in the ”Lecturer Summary Section” avail-
able in the lecturer mode.
Posting questions by device encourages those students who
are hesitant to ask questions during a lecture. This can also
be used as an alternative way for those students who don’t
want to interrupt during a lecture and choose to note their
questions for the Q&A session.
Marking Slide Unclear
”Is it clear to you?”, is one of the most common questions
lecturer used to ask at the end of each slide. Unfortunately
most of time they don’t get a true answer from students.
Some students are reluctant to raise theirs voice if they are
unable to understand or in other cases students think that
it might create a bad impression with the lecturer.
The application provides very easy way to handle this sit-
uation. On each slide the student has an option to mark
it unclear without raising their voice. Each time a student
marks the slide unclear, the lecturer will get a visual noti-
fication on his screen. This will encourage students to no-
tify the lecturer about the unclear content without having
to point it out.
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Taking Notes
NoteCarrier, as the name suggests is an application that
provides students the ability to take lecture notes. In the
application students can take their handwritten notes on
the images of slides, this method provides the same mech-
anism to students who used to take notes on printed slides.
Students can take notes using a stylus pen or finger on the
client devices. The application also provides an option to
save these notes into device memory so they can use them
at later stage.
Taking notes on a slide, also keeps a track of your notes
and slide contents and saves time by eliminating the time
needed to copy the contents from the slide to your note-
book.
Saving Slides
Although the application downloads the latest slides from
the server at the start of each lecture session, these slides are
not permanently saved on your device. Rather the slides
are only available until the end of that specific session. The
application will remove all the slides from device once you
create a new session for a lecture. The student can also re-
move the data from device by using the ”End Lecture” op-
tion available in both the lecturer and the student modes.
To explicitly save the content of a lecture, the application
provides a save functionality in the off-line view mode.
Students can save any particular slide while taking notes
on the slide, all saved slides are stored in the form of pic-
tures under the ”Photos” Section.
6.3 Nomadic Operations
To establish a communication channel between the IOS
based application and the application server, all devices are
connected to the same wireless network. In the application,
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an open source framework async-network 4 is used to im-
plement networking related functionalities to support com-
munication between the application server and the IOS ap-
plications. The framework is based on Apple’s open source
technology Bonjour5 . This network technology provideAsynchronous
network connections
is used between IOS
devices and
application server
a zero-configuration networking support which automati-
cally discovers devices and services on the same local net-
work. With the help of this technology, in NoteCarrier
when a new IOS based application connects to the wire-
less network, it will automatically search and connect with
the application server service hosted on the same network.
Each server will be implemented with a unique service
name, this service name acts as a key for all client devices.
To implement multiple servers on the same network, each
server will have a unique service name and clients can con-
nect to a specific server by using its unique key.
To separate the handling of network requests posted by stu-Lecturer mode and
student mode
requests are handled
by two separate
network servers
dents and lecturers the application server uses two differ-
ent server keys for students and lecturers. This mechanism
also ensures that only an authorized device can post a cer-
tain request. An IOS device registered in student mode can
not access or post those requests that are reserved for a lec-
turer device only. As soon as a new IOS device connects
with a wireless network, the application server automati-
cally detects its operating mode (i.e. student device or lec-
turer device) with the help of a unique service key. A new
network connection is established between the application
server and a newly connected IOS device according to its
operating mode.
The async-network framework is based on Client Server ar-
chitecture using TCP/IP socket programming. This client
server infrastructure uses an asynchronous approach for
handling each request. Client machines send the request
asynchronously to the server where as the server handles
each request in a new thread without blocking itself for new
incoming requests.
In a traditional classroom environment, one lecturer deliv-
ers a lecturer to many students. According to this scenario
4https://github.com/jdiehl/async-network
5https://developer.apple.com/bonjour/
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one dedicated request handler is sufficient for the lecturer.
But handling all student network traffic with a single server
may affect its performance and students may face a slight
delay in getting responses back from the server. This de-
layed response will be more visually noticeable in a syn-
chronized slide view section where the students might ex-
perience a short delay in updating the slide view. To over-
come this issue, the current client server architecture needs
to be upgraded. Introducing more active servers or re-
placing the client server architecture with a peer to peer
methodology can improve the network performance in this
scenario.
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Chapter 7
Evaluation
“ Measurement is the first step that leads to
control and eventually to improvement. If you can’t
measure something, you can’t understand it. If you
can’t understand it, you can’t control it. If you can’t
control it, you can’t improve it.”
— H. James Harrington
To judge the usability of NoteCarrier, a small user study NoteCarrier is
evaluated during real
classroom session
was conducted in the real classroom environment. The
main purpose of this case study was to investigate the fea-
sibility of the project in the real environment. Gathering
people specifically for evaluation may influence the results
of the user study due to a preset mindset about project. To
avoid this situation, NoteCarrier was presented to students
at the start of a lecture without any prior knowledge about
the project. Only a small introduction was given to the stu-
dents about the use of the application. The stage was set to
get a very first impression from the students about Note-
Carrier and to assess its usability.
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7.1 Study Plan
The user study was conducted in ”Object Oriented Soft-
ware Construction” 1 class on Wednesday 11th July 2012
from 11:15 to 13:00 on the premises of ”B-IT building
Bonn”2 . It was the last lecture of the semester and plannedUser study was
conducted at
University of Bonn
as a summary lecture for the course taught during the
semester. The lecture was fifteen minutes longer than a
routine lecture since lecturer had to cover the whole course
summary. The lecture was conducted by Daniel Speicher
3 , who covered approximately 147 slides in that lecture.
The lectures slides were made in Microsoft Power Point
but since the current implementation of NoteCarrier only
supports Keynotes as a presentation tool, those slides were
imported into the Keynote application. Macbook pro was
provided to the lecturer to use for the presentation. The
macbook pro was also connected to a projector, so students
could have a larger view of the slides on the wall.
Figure 7.1: User Study : Configuring NoteCarrier on the
client devices
To assist the audience of the lectures three Ipads and three6 IOS devices are
distributed among
students
Iphones were configured as client devices (See Figure 7.1 ).
All devices were updated to IOS 5.0, to support the client
application of NoteCarrier. A dedicated wireless network
was also configured as a communication channel between
the client and the server application.
1 https://sewiki.iai.uni-bonn.de/teaching/lectures/oosc/2012/start/
2http://www.b-it-center.de/
3https://sewiki.iai.uni-bonn.de/private/daniel/public/start?s[]=daniel
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A pre-demo of NoteCarrier was presented to the lecturer A brief demonstration
of application
presented before
start
before the lecture. To save the lecture time all server and
network related settings were configured before the stu-
dents arrived. To ease the students, network connections
were also configured on all client device before handing
them to the students. A small introduction was given to
all students about the working of NoteCarrier at the start
of the lecture.
7.2 Application Setup
One of the main design features for the NoteCarrier is to Easy to integrate
NoteCarrier without
the need of
specialized hardware
and software
propose a solution which is easy to integrate with mini-
mum human interaction. To accomplish this, the applica-
tion is designed in a way that it doesn’t require extra con-
figuration time before lecture start. Once the NoteCarrier is
installed on each client device the whole setup took maxi-
mum one to two minutes to setup. During user study, most
of the time was used to setup the dedicated wireless net-
work. Since currently most of the classrooms are already
equipped with such facilities so the setup time can be re-
duced by using already installed wireless setup.
To begin the lecture, the lecturer only have to run NoteCar-
rier application server on his mac machine, once the server
is started all client devices are ready to use. In contrast to
other applications in which lecturer has to broadcast the
presentation material at the start of the lecture, NoteCarrier
client can join and fetch the slides at any stage during the
lecture. Student who joined the lecture lately can also con-
nect their client device with server and use the application
in same manner.
In our specific user study at one stage unfortunately No additional time is
required to unplug
NoteCarrier in case
of failure
the wireless router get disconnected which interrupts the
whole communication channel between clients devices and
application server. Without the network connection, client
devices were unable to communicate with server and per-
form their functionality. Since it took little time for me to
investigate the root cause for this failure but to keep the lec-
ture flow continue, Lecturer decided not to use NoteCarrier
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until I figure out the issue. As it was a very minor issue and
fixed very quickly but the whole situation helped me to ob-
serve application plug and play support during failures. As
in case of failure, lecturer did not have to perform any ex-
tra setup to switch back to his old presentation setup. The
lecturer just had to put away the NoteCarrier client device,
and used his presented machine to control the flow of the
application in his same routine way.
7.3 Participants
Since NoteCarrier was presented in a routine lecture (SeeLack of devices
influenced the overall
evaluation process
Figure 7.2 and 7.3 ), there were twenty students present in
the class during the user study. Fourteen of the twenty stu-
dents participating in this study were males and six were
females. Due to a shortage of client devices we could not
offer a dedicated client device to each participant. Five out
of six devices were distributed to students to use NoteCar-
rier in the student mode and one was given to the lecturer
to use NoteCarrier in the lecturer mode. To manage a large
Figure 7.2: User Study : Students are using NoteCarrier in
Student Mode
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number of students with fewer devices, these devices were
passed to those people who were sitting closer and formed
a group so they could share a device. After one hour these
devices were redistributed to cover those people who did
not get an opportunity in first hour to experience NoteCar-
rier.
One device was assigned to the lecturer to use NoteCarrier
in lecturer mode. To facilitate the lecture an Iphone device
was used instead of an Ipad, which allowed the lecturer to
easily move around during lecture. The lecturer also had
an option to use a macbook as the presenter pc to deliver a
lecture in the traditional way without using NoteCarrier.
The students and the lecturer used the NoteCarrier applica- The whole evaluation
session spanned
over two hours
tion over the whole lecture time span. Although the client
devices were short in number we somehow managed with
group sharing. A questionnaire was distributed to the stu-
dents at the end of the lecture to evaluate the performances
of NoteCarrier. Personal interviews were also conducted
with the participants at the end of the lecture.
Figure 7.3: User Study : Lecturer is using NoteCarrier in
Lecturer Mode
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7.4 Observations
The whole lecture was observed during this user study to
determine the user’s point of view of the project. At the end
of the lecture, small discussions were held with individual
students about their observations. In the following section
we will discuss these observations in more detail.
7.4.1 NoteCarrier In Lecturer Mode
In this user study, the lecturer really appreciate the effortsLecturer showed a
great interest in
application features
and the features provided in form of NoteCarrier. The lec-
turer utilized almost all of the functionalities offered by ap-
plication. Especially marking slide unclear was a different
experience for the lecturer when on one slide the view of
the slide turns to red. The lecturer also switched the slides
using his Iphone as presentation remote and mentioned
that for him it was an easier approach to use swipe ges-
ture as compared to the traditional remote buttons. During
the lecture, the lecturer also used the application to view
all the slides on his smart device rather using the projector
view. In the interview session, the lecturer supported the
application features with his positive feedback.
7.4.2 NoteCarrier In Student Mode
The most exciting feature of the NoteCarrier application isDifficult to fully
evaluate with limited
devices
the Student Mode. In this user study we could not investi-
gate this mode in every detail due to a shortage of devices.
But we were able to judge the first impressions of students
about such an application. In the following section, I will
discuss those aspects of the application that I observed dur-
ing the user study.
Notes Writing
NoteCarrier provides a functionality to take down the notesStudents were not
interested in taking
notes on test devices
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on the slides using the finger or a stylus. In this specific user
study, observations show that this feature was not used by
the students as expected. Very few students used this fea-
ture, or rather used it just for test purpose.
There were two main reasons students told at the end in
interview session. One student explained this to me as
”I don’t own this device, if I take notes on this device, then all
those notes will not be with me after the lecture. Since this is an
important lecture for me I don’t want to lose these notes”
The other major reason I observed was due to shortage of
devices, since the devices were used in groups students
didn’t get an opportunity to use it to its full capacity. But
students showed their interest in this feature and said if
such features are available on their own devices, it might
be a different scenario for them as well.
On Device Slide View
On device view was one of major features offered by Note- Slide view on device
proves a very
interesting feature
Carrer , and students used it very extensively during the
whole exercise. I observed that students lose eye contact
with the lecturer while using their own device to view
slides. Which is not a good approach during a lecture. I
think it would be the same practice for student to look at
projector screen or a device. This activity might be influ-
enced by the common human nature, in which a person
gets more attracted by new things at the start. Further case
studies may helps us to investigate this behavior in more
detail.
Posting Questions and Marking slides Unclear
In NoteCarrier, students can post questions using smart Is discussion is
better than posting
questions ?
phones, In this user study many students utilized this op-
tion during this session. It was a nice surprise for students
when the lecturer start addressing their questions during
the lecture. Many students also used the option ”Mark
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Unclear” during the lecture to inform the lecturer that the
current content was not clear to them. The lecturer also
responded to these requests by explaining the contents of
slide.
Post interviews also exhibits students high interest in these
two feature as compared to other features offered by the ap-
plication. Many students admitted that they feel hesitant to
ask questions during the lecture and the application could
be a suitable solution for them to post their questions.
In contrast to these student, some students totally denied
the need of such system. They explained, its much eas-
ier for them to ask questions directly to the lecturer rather
then writing it down. Also asking questions directly often
leads toward a proper discussion which is more beneficial
for them in solving their confusions.
7.5 Results
To evaluate the application in a more detail way, question-Questionnaires and
post interviews are
conducted at the end
of session
naires were distributed to the students and lecturer. Stu-
dents were asked to explain their experiences with the ap-
plication and provide suggestions and improvements for
the NoteCarrier application. The result of this activity not
only helped us assess the current features of the application
but also made it easy for us to judge the productivity and
usability of the application. All of the participants also sug-
gested some improvements which might help them in their
learning process.
In the questionnaire, some questions were added to gain
some knowledge about student activities during the lec-
ture. The purpose of these questions was to collect some
data about those activities in which NoteCarrier can pro-
vide some assistance. The gathered information will be use-
ful to determine the target group of our user study.
For a better understanding, summarized information is
shown in the form of graphs. This would help us to focus
on those features which are most commonly used by stu-
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Questions Available Options
How often do
you take notes
during lecture
?
Every Time Some Times Rarely Never
Which
medium
do you use for
writing down
notes
Printed Slides NoteBook Plain Paper Not specific.
Is it easy for
you to ask
questions
during lecture
Yes Sometime I feel shy to ask Never.
Table 7.1: Questionnaire : Some selected question related to Student Activities
dents during a lecture. The information can also be used to
determine the overall usability of the NoteCarrier applica-
tion.
Graph 7.4 shows, student interest in taking notes during a
lecture. As the graph shows more than 75% students take
notes during a lecture with according to their needs. Since
NoteCarrier provides an option to the student to take im-
portant notes on the slide, this feature could can be utilized
by more than 75% students in a class.
Since majority of students selected Rarely as an option for
taking notes, NoteCarrier might be a good option to note
down very few notes over the slide rather writing on paper.
Graph 7.5 depicts another interesting fact about asking A high percentage of
students are hesitant
to ask questions
during a lecture
questions during a lecture. Approximately 50% of the stu-
dents feel hesitant to ask questions during a lecture. Note-
Carrier might be a very suitable solution for them to han-
dle this problem. The application provides different ways
to notify the lecturer for questions and unclear content of
the lecture. The post question feature encourages students
to ask questions during the lecture. Very productive results
can be achieved with NoteCarrier by raising this percent-
age
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Figure 7.4: User Study : Shows the percentage students take notes during lecture
Figure 7.5: User Study : Shows the percentage students comfortable in asking ques-
tions during lecture
In addition to get student activities information, the ques-
tionnaire also includes some post study questions about the
application. Most of the questions are scaled base ques-
tions to find out the student evaluation of specific feature
of the application. These results show the students posi-
tive feedback towards the application. The suggestion and
comments sections also depict student’s high interest in the
application which indicates the need for such an applica-
tion specifically for the audience of the lecture.
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Figure 7.6: User Study : Overall rating for NoteCarrier application
Graph 7.6 shows an overall ranking for the NoteCarrier ap-
plication by students. The result depicts that more than
66% students liked the overall idea behind the application.
Many students agreed that it would be suitable solutions
for better class participation and encouraged them to keep
their interest in the lecture. As result shows in 7.5 that
many students still feel hesitant in asking question during
lecture, so application can be used as an alternative source
for communication. The post interviews also helped me
to closely observed those students who feel uncomfortable
during class participation and considered the NoteCarrier
a convenient solution for their problem.
Since it is not an easy job to evaluate the overall applica- Multiple user studies
are needed to
evaluate the
application
tion progress with one user study, I strongly believe that
more user studies are needed to truly assess the applica-
tion strength. But still I tried to investigate the issues and
problems users faced during this session. Many students
who marked the application unsatisfactory thinks that its
has very limited audience and only addresses those student
who owns expensive Iphone mobiles. They suggested that
system should have capability to integrate laptops as op-
tional client device. Some other students also states that
its easier for them to start discussion directly with lecturer
rather using third medium for communication as there is
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chance that they might not be able to explain the question
properly.
Due to lack of user studies, I am also unable to completely
figure out the actual impact of the application on overall
student’s class participation. To support my hypothesis, I
need to do multiple user studies to capture the difference
made by the NoteCarrier. Since I was unable to collect mul-
tiple user studies due to semester break, in this case it is
very difficult for me to exactly measure the difference made
by the application in class participation activity. In current
situation I can only mention those questions which are re-
ported by the NoteCarrier but there is possibility that the
questions count will be the same as compared to those lec-
tures when students don’t have the application as an op-
tion. I will recommend to have more case studies in future
to clearly identify the influence of the application on stu-
dent participation.
Despite of evaluation of the application I was also able
to collect the student’s general idea about application and
suggestions for new features and enhancements. The fol-
lowing suggestions are mentioned by students and the lec-
turer with respect to their operating mode.
7.5.1 Suggestions and Improvements
The following section includes two sub sections to cover all
the suggestions related to the Student Mode and the Lecturer
Mode of the application. A detail overview of these features
are discussed in 8.2.2—“Feature Enhancement”
Lecturer Mode
• An off-line view mode for the lecturer, so the lecturer
can go back and forth in a slide without interrupting
the projector view
• Provide a mechanism to use the device as pointer
• Allow the lecturer to write on the slide view which is
available to students in real time
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Student Mode Mode
• Landscape view of slide should be available in both
the off-line and the synchronized view
• An option to jump to the current slide in Off-line
Mode
• Passing Information back to the Lecturer
• Discussion Board for students
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Chapter 8
Summary and future
work
“So many of our dreams at first seem impossible,
then they seem improbable, and then, when we
summon the will, they soon become inevitable.”
— Christopher Reeve
The communication gap and minimal students participa-
tion are major problems of today’s classroom infrastruc-
ture. New technologies come with new potentials to face
such challenges in our routine life. NoteCarrier provides
a new concept to approach these traditional problems in-
volved in the classroom environment. The thought behind
this project is to enhance the communication channel be-
tween the the students and the lecturers and encourage stu-
dents for active participation in the class with the support
of those tools and technologies which are already tightly
integrated in current environment.
In following chapter, I will summarize my whole work on
the NoteCarrier application and the evaluation results we
achieved by this project. I will also provide some base lines
for the future work and motivation for those who want to
enhance this project for further development.
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8.1 Summary and contributions
The main purpose behind this thesis is to research andNoteCarrier
promotes a two way
communicate
channel between
student and lecturer
present a solution for the classroom environment which
will truly focuses and provides a two way communica-
tion channel between the students and the lecturers. With
the growing size of classes, the teachers notices a negative
trend in student’s class participation. This minimal partic-
ipation not only influences the overall learning process but
also makes the whole lecture senseless.
NoteCarrier is presented as a solution to avoid such a sit-
uation and motivate the students to actively participate in
lectures. The first step towards this goal was to investigate
and analyze those systems which are already developed
to overcome the same underlying issue.Ubiquitous Presen-
ter by Michelle Wilkerson and Simon and Active Campus by
William G. Griswold and Boyer are a few examples of such
projects covering the same domain. More such projects and
related work is presented in the section 2—“Related work”
.
The architecture design of the application, mainly took it
one step ahead of other available solutions. In contrast to
other available solutions, NoteCarrier does not require any
own created presentation tool or software rather it provides
support for those tools currently used for presentations.
After investing a reasonable amount of time in the research
phase, efforts were made to set achievable standards and
goals for the application. To keep the distinction between
NoteCarrier and other available solutions, the application
design and goals were finalized with the idea that Note-
Carrier should provide a solution which is more practical
and usable in to real environment. I wanted to overcome
those development issues which still make these applica-
tions hard to use in a real environment.
Later on, to illustrate the proposed solution within its spec-Storyboards are
used to demonstrate
the need of
application in real
scenarios
ified context, storyboards were created on the basis of those
scenarios that I wanted to address in this project. These sto-
ryboards acted as a first prototype of the project and were
presented to the target audience of the project to deter-
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mine the students’ first impressions about the idea behind
this application. To show the distinct impact of NoteCar-
rier, two sets of storyboards were formulated. One set of
storyboards depicts the current situation in the classroom
when the students and the lecturer are not equipped with
NoteCarrier. The second part of the storyboards introduces
NoteCarrier classroom environment. With this approach, I
was able to portray the drawbacks attached to the current
process and what difference NoteCarrier can make in such
situations. A noticeable interest was exhibited by the stu-
dents who evaluated these storyboards.
In the next step, I created a paper prototype for the Note- Paper prototype is
used to illustrates
initial design of the
application
Carrier application to judge its usability at an early de-
sign stage. This paper prototypes consisted of hand drawn
prototype for the IOS application. Because the server ap-
plication, AppleScript are used as background processes,
these components were not included in this prototype. In
this prototype, students were presented with a hand drawn
user interface of the IOS application. Small menus and
icons were also added in this prototype to analyze the user
interaction techniques with the system. To handle Nomadic
operations, I used sticky notes to handle the information
sharing operations of the application. Paper prototypes
were also evaluated with students in a controlled environ-
ment. The students played a vital role in this session and
exhibited their interest in the application by their positive
feedback and suggestions.
With the confidence I gained from the positive feedback, I Software prototype is
implemented for Mac
machines and IOS
devices
took the application into its next phase in which I devel-
oped the first software prototype of the NoteCarrier appli-
cation. NoteCarrier consists of three development compo-
nents: two IOS based applications for students and lectur-
ers, a cocoa based application server for the lecturer mac
machine and a set of AppleScripts deployed on the applica-
tion server which forms a communication bridge between
the NoteCarrier application and the Keynote presentation
tool.
Asynchronous network connection was used as commu-
nication channel between the IOS based applications and
the NoteCarrier application sever deployed on the mac ma-
chine. The software prototypes were implemented into dif-
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ferent small development cycles with a continuous feed-
back approach. These small development life cycles not
only improved the overall quality of the application but
also helped me to integrate the user suggested features dur-
ing development.
To evaluate the NoteCarrier in a real classroom environ-Evaluation results
confirms the need of
NoteCarrier in real
environment
ment, I conducted a user study with the help of the stu-
dents and the lecturer at University Of Bonn. The students
were provided with needed devices during the class so they
could use them freely during the lecture. Questionnaires
and interviews were conducted with the students and lec-
turer at the end of the evaluation session. Evaluation re-
sults confirms that NoteCarrier can be a good option for
the students as well for the lecturer to enhance the com-
munication during the lecture. It will definitely be a good
choice for those students who are hesitant to participate in
a lecture and the application will encourage them toward
active participation.
The contributions I made via this thesis verify that no doubtMy research
contributions is a
successful
demonstration of a
system for classroom
environment
NoteCarrier is a suitable application for the current class-
room environment. Its capacious architecture not only cov-
ers those activities which are related to students but also
facilitates lecturers delivery. Its design allows NoteCarrier
to support available presentation tool, which makes this
system more adoptive for the environment. The user’s in-
terest and satisfaction with application’s performance also
show a positive impact of NoteCarrier on the overall learn-
ing process. Specifically the evaluation session proves that
its integration into the current classroom environment will
encourage students to actively participate and decrease the
communication gap between lecturer and students. With
the overall NoteCarrier performance and evaluation re-
sults, I can conclude that in this thesis I have accomplished
a major part of the goals mentioned in the section 1.1—
“Research Goals” But still due to lack of user studies, I am
unable to investigate all research goals. I believe, there is
more room available for improvements and to make appli-
cation more productive. As software prototype of appli-
cation is developed to demonstrate the idea so it is not in
very refined state as it should be. Further development is
needed to improve its current user interaction techniques
and to make application more easy to use. User evalua-
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tions also shows student lack of interest in writing down
notes, as mentioned in previous chapter one possible rea-
son might be the ownership of the device. As students did
not want to lose their notes, so they used their writing pads
to note down their notes. Some students also said that for
them its more easy to keep notes on one place rather writ-
ing notes on the different slides. In presence of projector
screen, synchronized slide view did not gain that much at-
tention as expected. In my of view more user studies might
be very useful to extract more about students behavior and
to judge application creditability.
In this thesis I tried to introduce a new approach to inte-
grate current presentation tools into the classroom system.
The idea is supported by its limited implementation in the
form of NoteCarrier application. I am sure that further de-
velopment using this approach will improve its credibility
and enhance the learning process for the target audience in
a real environment.
8.2 Future work
NoteCarrier was developed by following DIA (design,
Implement and Analysis) iterative approach, each cycles
ended with an analysis phase in which I evaluated the
whole application with a group of people. During the eval-
uation process, users presented different ideas and sugges-
tions for the improvement of the system. In the following
section, I will present some of the enhancements that we
can make in the future
8.2.1 Enhancement Support
In the current software prototype of NoteCarrier, the sup-
port for the software and hardware is very limited. To
maintain the adaptability of the application, further de-
velopment is required to support additional hardware and
software systems.
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A number of enhancements can be made in an iterative way
to broaden the scope of the application in terms of software
as well as hardware. The goal can be achieved in successive
iterative steps to add support for further devices or tools
one by one. Following are some examples:
Support For PDF Presentations
The current version of NoteCarrier, can only communicate
with a Keynote presentation tool via AppleScript. Since
PDF presentations are also extensively used in many lec-
tures, writing AppleScripts for communicating with PDF
tools might be a major step towards the goal. With this ad-
ditional support, NoteCarrier will be able to cover a large
range of presentations already prepared in PDF formats.
Web Based Clients
Another interesting feature might be adding support for
web based clients. This additional feature will allow stu-
dents to interact and communicate with the NoteCarrier
application server via a web browser. This will allow those
students to interact and participate in the class who don’t
own an IOS device. Since most of students already carry
their notebooks to the classroom, it will be an good option
to enable such student to communicate via their notebooks.
Microsoft Technology Support
Another milestone would be providing support for Mi-
crosoft Technologies. Currently NoteCarrier is only com-
patible with Mac OS X, since a large percentage of users use
Windows based machines, providing support for Windows
based systems would be a big plus for the application.
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8.2.2 Feature Enhancement
The evaluation phase at the end of each prototype not only
improved the overall application but also provided an op-
portunity to collect valuable suggestions from the user’s
perspective. At the end of the software prototype eval-
uation, questionnaires and interviews were conducted to
gather more ideas for the NoteCarrier application. In sec-
tion 7.5.1—“Suggestions and Improvements” a list was pre-
pared with a high priority feature list recommended by the
students and lecturer.
For instance, adding an of off-line view beside the synchro- Off-line slide view will
help lecturer to look
next coming slide
without interrupting
the projector view
nized view in the lecturer mode will be a handy feature
for the lecturer. Although NoteCarrier provides an off-line
slide view in student mode but this feature is currently not
available under the lecturer mode. With this additional fea-
ture, the lecturer can jump between slides without disturb-
ing the projector view. This new feature will be very benefi-
cial in situations when the lecturer want to look at upcom-
ing slides without altering the projectors view.
Another useful feature in the lecturer mode might be to add Adding ability to use
lecturer IOS device
as a laser pointer
a laser pointer function. In user study I observed that the
lecturer used external laser pointers to point to specific ar-
eas on the slide view. It might be hard for the lecturer to
mange multiple devices during a lecture, As a solution, de-
velopment can be made in a way that lecturer can point out
specific areas by using a finger on the smart device. That
would eliminate the need for using an external laser pointer
during the lecture.
The students and lecturer also suggested implementing a Sharing personal
notes with other
client devices
mechanism in which they can share the notes with each
other. Since NoteCarrier already provides a feature for tak-
ing personal notes on the slide view, it would be more
effective for the students and lecturer if application was
equipped with a sharing notes feature.
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8.2.3 Additional User Studies
No doubt user feedback and suggestions play a vital role in
application development. Although NoteCarrier was de-
veloped with an iterative approach with the involvement of
continuous user feedback and proper evaluation sessions,
Improvements are needed to make the application more
stable. One option for making an application more stable
and reliable would be to invest more time in the user stud-
ies in an actual environment. Conducting multiple user
studies with heterogeneous groups of students would help
to improve the overall application performance.
Examining the application for a longer period will also help
to verify its usability. The extracted results of these case
studies will help us determine its usability in actual class-
room environment and to assess its overall impact on the
learning process. The invested time in these studies will
provide a sufficient base to determine its influence over stu-
dent progress and especially for those who are hesitant to
participate.
The current prototype of the application is developed with
attention to classroom scenarios, but the domain of this ap-
plication can be extended by involving presentations other
than the lectures. Presentations are widely used in many
other scenarios such as offices, group discussions and mar-
keting etc. Efforts can be made to conduct user studies for
these different scenarios and to extend NoteCarrier accord-
ing to new domains.
8.2.4 Nomadic Operations
At this stage the nomadic operations in the application are
not mature enough. There is plenty of room available to
improve the current Nomadic architecture of the applica-
tion. In order to make the application more generic and
to make it compatible with web based clients, the network
architecture of the NoteCarrier needs to be revised accord-
ingly. The request and response formats also need to be
more standardized into proper formats e.g. XML or JSON.
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In addition to the current nomadic operation, the new no-
madic feature can be introduced into the current applica-
tion. Sharing notes and student discussion panels were al-
ready suggested by the students and lecturer in the evalua-
tion session. Investigating more user studies can help us to
figure out valuable possible features in this domain.
Suggesting an effective solution for network load sharing Implementing a load
balance to improve
application server’s
performance
will be another interesting research point for this applica-
tion. In the current implementation all networks calls are
handled by single server instance which might cause a bot-
tle neck in case of active participation from larger groups
of students. Investigating a solution for handling large net-
work traffic with multiple servers or with help of peer de-
vices will improve the application response time in a dra-
matic way.
8.2.5 Form Factors
The NoteCarrier software prototype was developed for a
very limited set of hardware. Ipads and Iphones are the
only potential client devices at this stage. It would be an in-
teresting research field to add additional support for other
devices in NoteCarrier.
Laptops and notebooks are the most commonly used de-
vices in the current era. Extending NoteCarrier for laptop
client support would be a major achievement towards ap-
plication adaptability in terms of available hardware sup-
port. This exciting feature would definitely increase the
user participation from those students who own a laptop
instead of an IOS device.
I hope with new coming technologies, we can extend the
idea of the NoteCarrier application in a more systematized
way. I am looking forward towards enriching NoteCarrier
into the current classroom environment so it will find itself
an obligatory tool for all lecture rooms.
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